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ABORIGINAL LAND RIGHTS COMMISSION
FIRST REPORT

His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir Paul
Meernaa Caedwalla Hasluck, P.C., G.C.M.G.,
G.C.V.O., K.St.J., Governor-General of
Australia.

Your Excellency,
(i) By Letters Patent dated the Eighth day of February, 1 973, you issued
to me a Commission requiring and authorising me to inquire into and
report upon the following matter, namely:
'The appropriate means to recognise and establish the traditional
rights and interests of the Aborigines in and in relation to land, and
to satisfy in other ways the reasonable aspirations of the Aborigines to
rights in or in relation to land, and, in particular, but without in any
way derogating from the generality of the foregoing:
(a) arrangements for vesting title to land in the Northern Territory
of Australia now reserved for the use and benefit of the Abo
riginal inhabitants of that Territory, including rights in minerals
and timber, in an appropriate body or bodies, and for granting
rights in or in relation to that land to the Aborigin al groups or
communities concerned with that land;
(b) the desirability of establishing suitable procedures for the exam
ination of claims to Aboriginal traditional rights and interests in
or in relation to land in areas in the Northern Territory of Aust
ralia outside Aboriginal reserves or of establishing alternative ways
of meeting effectively the needs for land of Aboriginal groups or
communities living outside those reserves;
(c) the effect of already existing commitments, whether in the nature
of Crown leases, Government contracts, mining rights or otherwise,
on the attainment of the objects of recognising and establishing
Aboriginal traditional rights and interests in or in relation to
land;
(d) the changes in legislation required to give effect to the recom
mendations arising from (a), (b) and (c) above; and
(e) such other matters relating to rights and interests of the Abo
rigines in or in relation to land as may be referred to the Abo
riginal Land Rights Commission by the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs'.
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(ii) On the 1 8th day of July, 1 973 I received a reference from the
Honourable the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, in accordance with sub
paragraph (e) of my Commission, on the following matter, namely :
'possible arrangements for vesting title to land in the adjoining Abo
riginal reserves in South Australia (North West Reserve), Western
Australia (Central Australian, Warburton and Balwina Reserves) and
the Northern Territory (Reserve No. R l 028, comprising the reserves
known as the Petermann, Haasts Bluff and Lake Mackay Reserves) in
an appropriate body or bodies and for granting rights in or in relation
to that land to the Aboriginal groups or communities concerned with
that land, taking into account existing legislation in those two States' .
(iii) I have thought it best to conduct this inquiry with the minimum
of formality, particularly because I believed that discussions with the
Aboriginal people on their home ground would be more useful and in
formative than formal public hearings. Accordingly the only appoint
ments which have been made to assist the work of the Commission have
been:
Research Officer - Dr N. Peterson Ph. D .
Secretary - Miss D . D . Goodman LL.B.
(iv) No formal sittings have been held, but a great deal of factual
material has been obtained, many written submissions have been re
ceived and discussions have been held not only with representatives of
many Aboriginal communities but also with a number of other interested
persons.
(v) Further submissions have yet to be received and many more discus
sions held. Indeed a substantial part of the Commission's work is still
to be clone. Some formal sittings may prove to be desirable.
(vi) However, for reasons set out in more detail in my report, I have
thought it necessary to make this first interim report in order to record
some findings of fact, to draw attention to problems already identified,
to make some tentative suggestions as to their solution, and to invite
greater public participation in their solution, particularly from the
Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory.
(vii)

I therefore submit the following report to Your Excellency.

Dated this 19th day of July, 1973.

(signed) A. E. Woodward
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Introduction

1 . The Prime Minister's announcement, last December, of his govern
ment's intention to establish a j udicial inquiry into Aboriginal land
rights, received widespread publicity.
2. Soon after this Commission was set up on the 8th of February, ad
vertisements inviting submissions were inserted and repeated in all major
morning newspapers. These set out the Commission's terms of reference,
which stressed the subject of Aboriginal land rights in the Northern
Territory.
3. In these circumstances it is significant that, among letters and sub
missions from the Northern Territory, I have received very few from
Aborigines, although there have been several from mission societies and
others wanting to put a case on behalf of Aborigines. The letters from
Aborigines were mainly from secretaries of community councils asking
me to visit them for talks. In fairness to the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs, I should say that it offered to stimulate an interest among Abo
rigines in the Commission's work, but I declined this offer because of the
risk that the response might not then represent a truly Aboriginal point
of view.
4. The general lack of response does not suggest any lack of interest in
the subj ect of land rights. It is merely evidence of a lack· of contact and
information. This has been partly overcome by my going to Aboriginal
communities in the Territory seeking information and opinions. So far
I have visited some twenty different centres of Aboriginal population and
held discussions with the spokesmen for the maj ority of Aborigines living
on reserves. There are only four major communities on reserves with
which I have not yet had some contact. I have also had a number of
meetings with Aborigines living in Alice Springs and Darwin, but little
contact with the smaller communities living on cattle stations.
5. In the case of each community on a reserve I gave the community
council some weeks' notice in writing of the matters I was interested in
and made it clear that I wished to hear anything else that the people had
to say.

6. Without exception, I have been received with great courtesy and
friendliness by all the Aboriginal people I have met. The resulting dis
cussions have been lengthy, detailed and very helpful to me in under
standing Aboriginal attitudes to land.

7. In spite of this I have become very much aware of the difficulty of
Aborigines in coming to grips with the new situation in which they find
themselves. In one sense, discussion of land ownership seems to them
unnecessary. They know which Aborigines own which tract of land by
Aboriginal law, whether it is now part of an Aboriginal reserve or of a
cattle station.
8. In another sense they need to understand their present opportunities
to consolidate or re-establish rights in land. I believe that in most cases
they still have only an imperfect understanding of the choices which are
open to them and to the government. They need independent advice;
they need time to think and to confer.
9. I have also felt very strongly the lack of any cohesive organisation
linking these various peoples to whom I have spoken. There is no body
or council which can speak for the Aborigines of the Territory as a whole.
They have, with one exception, had no professional assistance in putting
a case to the Commission. They have no means by which they can for
mulate a generally supported claim or make their voices heard in a way
likely to influence ultimate decisions.
1 0. I am convinced that an imposed solution to the problem of recog
nising traditional Aboriginal land rights is unlikely to be a good or last
ing solution. Although a result reached, so far as possible, by a process
of consultation and agreement will undoubtedly take longer to achieve,
it is far more likely to be generally acceptable and to have permanent
effect.
1 1 . Aborigines have waited many years for some practical recognition
of their title to land. In that time much has occurred which makes the
present task difficult. I think it should not be a matter for concern if
the finding of the best solution takes a year or more to achieve; provided
that it is made quite clear that an agreed solution is being actively
sought.
1 2 . It i s with these thoughts i n mind that I have decided t o make this
first report. In it I set out a number of relevant facts which have to be
borne in mind while examining possible steps to be taken. These state
ments of fact are based upon the material so far available to me. They
may require some qualification in the light of later evidence.
1 3. In this connection I should add that a number of submissions, of
fered or invited, have not yet been received. In other cases, only pre
liminary submissions have been made and these will later be expanded
either orally or in writing. I am conscious of these facts but even more
conscious of the need, as a matter of urgency, to mobilise Aboriginal
opinion. Hence the necessity for this report.
1 4. However, this preliminary report will not in any way reduce the
value of those further submissions when they are received. Indeed I
believe it will considerably increase their value. All those who have al
ready made substantial submissions will be supplied with a copy of this
report and asked to comment further if they wish to do so.
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1 5 . This report also records some of the op1mons which have been
expressed to me and goes on to make some tentative proposals as to the
courses of action which appear to be open. I stress that these are put
forward not as recommendations, but merely as a basis for discussions.
I also make some firm recommendations as to how Aboriginal opinion
in the Northern Territory and adjoining state reserves can be formed
and given proper expression.
1 6. It is my hope that, when that opinion can make itself heard effec
tively, Aborigines will be able to play a full part in arriving at solutions
which are acceptable both to them and to the rest of the Australian
community.
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The Facts

1.

Aborigi n es a n d t h e i r l an d

1 7. When the intention to set up this Commission was announced by
the Prime Minister, he made it clear that I was not concerned with
whether Aborigines should be granted rights in land, since the govern
ment had already decided that they should. My task was simply to advise
on how such rights should be granted. In these words the Prime Minister
stated explicitly what is implicit in the Commission itself.
1 8. It is therefore unnecessary for me to examine the strength of Abo
riginal claims to land in this country. On the other hand, I do need to
consider the nature of those claims and, for that purpose, a few basic
points need to be made.
1 9. Some of what follows may be open to dispute among experts and
there will necessarily be some oversimplifying of complex situations. I
believe it to be a fair summary for present purposes.
20. In the first place, it is accepted that, wherever else man may have
evolved, it was not on this continent. The Aborigines came here from
the north and came to an uninhabited land.
2 1 . The origins of these people who found their way here are obscure.
But they must have come, over a period of time, by way of what are now
Indonesia and New Guinea. In doing so, they must have covered at
least forty miles of water in what can only have been bark canoes.
22. What is clear is that the Aborigines are genetically a unique people
and that they have been here for a very long time. The small parties
which landed initially must have taken many hundreds of years to spread,
as they did, over the mainland. In spite of some dissimilarities between
the Tasmanian Aborigines and those of the mainland, there seems to be
no cogent evidence to suggest that the Aborigines of Australia did not
have a common origin.
23. As to the length of time over which Aborigines occupied Australia
before 1 788, it can only be said that recent archaeological work has estab
lished a period of upwards of 30,000 years.
24. The Aborigines lived entirely by food gathering and hunting. They
tended no herds and planted no crops. In good seasons they lived well;
in bad years they suffered.
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25. Anthropologists are agreed that different groups of Aborigines
claimed identifiable areas of land as their own. There was no part of the
continent left unclaimed, although higher mountainous regions may
have been seldom visited.
26. It has been estimated that, in 1 7 88, the Aboriginal population of
Australia may have been in the order of 300,000. So far as the Northern
Territory is concerned, it has been suggested that a typical population
density for semi-desert country would have been one person to thirty or
forty square miles. In the more productive areas closer to the coast, six
or eight square miles per person would have been more likely.
27. This then is the background against which the social organisation
of the Aborigines must be considered, and in particular, meaning given
to the 'traditional rights and interests of the Aborigines, in and in rela
tion to land'. On enquiry, it soon becomes clear that the social organi
sation of the Aboriginal people is highly complex. The problem of
understanding it is made worse by a number of factors. These include,
firstly, the difficulty of expressing many Aboriginal ideas and arrange
ments in English terms. Even simple words such as 'owner' and 'tribe'
can be misleading. Some words used by anthropologists such as 'horde' ,
'clan', and 'band' have been given more precise meanings in their writings
on the subject, but they have not always been used in the same way and
so require definition each time they are used.
28. Further, some Aboriginal concepts related to land-owning have no
parallel in European law. The most important and widespread of the
rights in land that lie outside European arrangements is the managerial
interest of a nephew in the country of his maternal uncle. Everywhere
the religious rites owned by a clan were the 'title deeds' to the land and
could only be celebrated by clan members. Such rites, however, could
not be held without the assistance of the managers whose essential task
it was to prepare the ritual paraphernalia, decorate the celebrants and
conduct the rite. The agreement of managers had to be secured for the
exploitation of specialised local resources such as ochre and flint de
posits and for visits by the clan owners to their own sacred sites.
29. Yet another difficulty arises from disagreement among anthropolo
gists as to the exact nature of the relationship between Aboriginal or
ganisation for land holding and for land usage. These disagreements
may be mainly matters of emphasis, but they are still quite important.
30. It may be that much of this professional disagreement stems from
the lack of reliable information as to the situation which existed before
white contact. In almost every case, detailed study by trained anthro
pologists has occurred a number of years after Aboriginal ways of life
have been influenced, if not radically changed, by contact with Euro
peans. Much recorded information comes from older men and women
talking of the past, often at some distance from the scene of the events
being discussed.
3 1 . A further difficulty arises from the fact that Aboriginal social or
ganisation differs from one area to another. What is true of north-east
5

Arnhem Land may not even be true of the Daly River area south of
Darwin, let alone the Macdonnell Ranges, Western Australia or Queens
land.
32. In spite of the difficulties referred to, the following statements can
be made with some confidence that they are generally true of the Nor
thern Territory and likely to be true of many other parts of Australia.
33. It is common to speak of Aboriginal 'tribes' and this is a useful
description of people such as the Aranda and Pitj antj atj ara. The dis
tinguishing marks of such a group are a common language, a commonly
used name for that language and thus for the people speaking it, and an
identifiable tract of country where those people live or used to live.
34. The term has also been used for a group of related peoples, speak
ing different languages but living in adj acent areas. However, to avoid
confusion, I shall refer to such a grouping as an ethnic bloc.
35. In neither of these cases - the tribe or the ethnic bloc - is there
any attempt to achieve political or social unity. The relationship be
tween the different segments of a tribe are often no closer than those
between such segments and groups from other tribes. In no sense can
the tribe be regarded as the basis of Aboriginal social organisation.
Smaller groupings have to be identified for this purpose.
36. The sub-divisions of a tribe can usually be identified by dialectic
variations. Although sharing a common language, some words will be
different, sentence construction may not be the same and differences in
pronunciation will usually be noticeable also.
37. In some cases this dialect group within the tribe does represent the
key social unit. In other cases this is to be found one step lower down
the scale, at the level of the clan. I use this expression to mean a local
descent group : a sub-division of a dialect group larger than a family but
based on family links through a common male ancestry, although those
links may be back beyond living memory.
38. Since the clan appears to be more commonly the key unit, I now
turn to consider it in more detail.
39. Membership of such a clan is determined at birth, since, for land
owning purposes, the child automatically becomes a member of the
father's clan. (The word ' father' is used throughout although it would
be more correct to speak of the mother's husband. This presented no
problems to the Aborigine because conception was believed to be the
work of spirits.)
40. Mother and father will come from different clans, for a child can
not marry within the clan, but must marry a member of another clan.
The rules or preferences which decide that clan vary from place to place,
but can be quite strict. They have had to be relaxed in some areas as
clans have dwindled in size or disappeared.
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4 1 . The members of a clan retain that membership throughout their
lives and, indeed, thereafter. The link between an Aborigine's spirit
and his land is regarded as being timeless. The land-owning clan is
merely a group of people who share the same links with the same land.
42. Thus these clans have close spiritual associations with particular
tracts of land. Their religion or mythology teaches them that particular
areas were given to them, or claimed on their behalf, by their spirit
ancestors in the Dreamtime. For this reason there are specific stories,
songs and ceremonies linking these spirit ancestors with particular places.
The more important the place is to the legend, the more sacred it is.
43. These spirit ancestors were in some cases part animal, bird, insect
or plant. They could also, for example, be related to rain, wind or stars.
But in all cases they had human characteristics, whatever their outward
form may have been.
44. Some country, because of these legends or of its natural resources
(which are frequently linked together) is more important than other
country. But, although boundaries may be blurred, all country is of
some importance and is identified with some clan or other grouping.
45. The spiritual connection between a clan and its land involves both
rights and duties. The rights are to the unrestricted use of its natural
products; the duties are of a ceremonial kind - to tend the land by the
performance of ritual dances, songs and ceremonies at the proper times
and places.
46. One further point remains to be made. It is apparent that a clan,
being of only moderate size, can die out. This must have happened on
occasions even in the days before white contact. With the coming of the
white man, such instances must have occurred more frequently even in
the Northern Territory. Since the produce of all land is important and,
in Aboriginal belief, good seasons depend upon ritual observances, it was
normal for the sacred objects and ceremonies of that clan to be taken
over or cared for by another closely related clan. Since, as I have said,
the connection of Aborigines with their land is timeless, commencing
before birth and continuing after death, this taking over should be seen
as a form of trusteeship rather than a transfer of rights.
47. All that has been said above about the clan is equally true of the
dialect group referred to earlier except that, being larger, marriage with
in the group is likely to be quite common. It will still be governed by
strict rules as to kinship which will determine which members are accept
able as spouses.
48. It may help to clarify the complicated positiOn I have been des
cribing if the situation is considered from the point of view of a typical
Aborigine of Arnhem Land in the years before white contact.
49. Let us assume the case of a mature man. His immediate family
consists of one or more wives and their respective children together, in
all probability, with some older people; perhaps one of his or his wife's
7

parents or an elder brother or brother-in-law. Even when food is scarce,
this family unit is likely to be added to by relatives or friends. The
father and his children, of course, belong to one clan along with his
father, brothers and sisters (who may not be in the group).
50. The wife or wives come from, and still belong to, a different clan.
If there are several wives, they may not belong to the one clan, although
it is quite likely that they will. The mother, if she is present, will al
most certainly belong to a third clan. Because of the intricate kinship
systems observed, it is unusual for a man to take a wife from his mother's
clan. Friends and other relatives could come from any one of a group
of neighbouring clans with which there are friendly relations. In the
group the dialect of the central clan will predominate, but other clans
will use their own dialects and will be understood.
5 1 . The other members of the central clan in this example will be
scattered among a number of similar family groups. They will all be
related by patrilineal descent but the exact relationship may have been
forgotten with the passage of time. In several other cases, as in this one,
the clan will provide the nucleus of the group. In other instances, some
other clan will provide the nucleus and members of this clan will be
present as wives, relatives or guests. The total membership of the clan
-men, women and children - may be about 30 to 50.
52. The family group which has been described may move about by
itself, or, particularly when food is relatively plentiful, may join with
other groups to constitute quite a large band; perhaps 30 or 40 people.
Whe ther large or small, this band constitutes the hunting and food gather
ing social unit. It moves over the country in a predictable but not rigid
pattern which depends on the availability of food resources at particular
places and particular times. It varies in numbers as groups or individ
uals j oin and leave. In doing so, it will probably spend a good deal of
time on the country which is held by the clan, but the head of the fam
ily will certainly expect to be welcome in the country of his mother's
clan. He will also visit freely his wife's country or that of any other
member of his group. Indeed he may decide to go to any of the neigh
bouring areas except, perhaps, those where some ill-feeling has arisen
or is traditional between his clan and the local landholding group.
53. The trouble he takes to obtain express or tacit permission will de
pend upon the strength of his claim to hospitality, arising from personal
ties of relationship, traditional clan affiliations or totemic relationships
(which are explained below).
54. Where the band is a large one, it may be difficult to say that it has
any one clan as a nucleus. This is particularly true when large groups
gather at a special time and place for major ceremonies of ritual songs
and dances. On these occasions several related clans will have special
responsibilities to perform or to manage the ceremonies, but many other
clans will also be represented.
55. The head of the family will know exactly where his clan's land be
gins and ends. If circumstances take h im away from it for any length of
8

time, he will make a point of returning for rnajor ceremonies if and
when he can and, in particular, for the initiation of his sons.
56. This is his country i n the clearest sense of that term. He may how
ever speak of some other place or places as being his country, either be
cause he was born there, or because his mother first became aware of
her pregnancy there and so believed that the spirits conceived him there,
or because the place is associated in mythology with a totemic or spirit
figure which is either his personal totem also or the totem of his clan.
The clan, for example, may have the bandicoot as a totemic figure, but
the head of this family may have been born at a 'honey-bee Dreaming'
place, which is imbued with the spirit essence of a mythical honey-bee
man. He will then have a special relationship with other Aborigines
sharing the same totemic figures. Each of his relationships with these
spirit ancestors will be substantiated by stories and songs which include
their doings in the Dreamtime on the clan's land and at the place of his
birth.
57. The picture so far painted is, I believe, accurate for North Eastern
Arnhem Land. Even here there is some doubt as to just how much time,
before white contact, a typical clan member spent on his own land.
58. In other parts of the Northern Territory, some different considera
tions apply. Thus on Melville and Bathurst Islands the Tiwi people,
largely cut off from outside contact, developed some rules of their own .
In some parts of the Territory, clan social membership was inherited
from the mother, although land-holding seems always to be inherited
from the father. In others, where the land-holding clans or dialect groups
were larger and their country more extensive, they seem to have lived
almost entirely on their own land except in times of severe drought .
Even so, their wives h a d t o come from other groups and this led to a
good deal of visiting, sometimes for protracted periods.
59. Up to this point I have concentrated on the situation which exis
ted before white contact. In those days of intimate association between
men and their land there would, I believe, have been no difficulty ex
perienced in recording the allocation of country between land-holding
clans or dialect groups. Today the degree of difficulty will vary from
place to place.
60. Because of the spiritual beliefs of the Aborigine about his land, his
connection with it is not broken by the fact that he may have lived away
from it for many years. Certainly traditional ways of life have, to vary
ing extents in different places, been departed from. Missions and settle
ments, with their assured food supplies, medical attention and other
material advantages, have attracted Aborigines to settle, more or less
permanently, in one place. Very often this is miles from their own coun
try and, as older men die, accurate information becomes harder to ob
tain. Rituals are observed less often and not at the traditional sites.
6 1 . For the present-day enquirer, the problem i s made much worse by
the fact that Aborigines had no need, in the past, to be specific in their
use of names for clans or other groups. Perhaps the most commonly used
9

description was the name of the language or dialect spoken by a par
ticular people. However, as I have said, it seems clear that the larger
language group was never a social or political unit and so never a land
holding group. In some cases the dialect group would constitute the
land-holding unit and in other cases land would be held by a sub-div
ision of that dialect group : a clan. In either case its membership was
determined by common patrilineal descent.
62. But even if the land-holding group was identical with the dialect
group, it was not in its capacity as a dialect group that it held the land.
I t did so as a descent group and, usually, by another name. This name
might well be the same as, or derived from, the particular totem of the
group. In fact there could be several different names, some of them
sacred and used only in ceremonies, for the same people.
63. Common usage complicated the position further because the people
themselves would have little use for a group name, speaking only of 'us' ;
and neighbouring groups might refer t o them b y reference t o totemic
relationships or to the name of a leading figure in the group or to a
particular place frequented by the group. Indeed in some cases it is hard
to discover whether a sub-group of a particular dialect group hold a
piece of country to the exclusion of the other sub-group, or whether they
are merely specially associated with that area, which is nevertheless held
by the whole group.
64. Aborigines further afield might well group a number of clans to
gether and refer to them as 'the people of the north' or 'the people of
the desert'. Such a description could easily be mistaken for a tribal name.
65. I have no doubt that, even today, the necessary information is avail
able to divide much, if not all, of the Northern Territory into dialect
group or clan regions. If the right people could be taken out to the right
places, to demonstrate the position on the ground, I believe that there
would be little disagreement. I have so far come across no case in which
ownership of land has been disputed among full-blooded Aborigines.
But the task of obtaining the necessary information from different infor
mants, having different degrees of knowledge, and then converting it
into clear terms for record purposes, could undoubtedly be a very long
and difficult one. Since detailed surveying would be necessary, the job
would certainly take a number of years and the expense would be very
great.
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2.

Abo r ig i n a l rese rves a n d m i s s i o n s

66. I t is not necessary for present purposes to survey the history of Abo
riginal reserves in the Northern Territory. It is sufficient to say that
they were established for the protection of Aborigines. The larger
reserves consisted of land which was either unsuitable or not then re
quired for white settlement. The small reserves were established to meet
particular needs.
67. In most cases there has been a complicated history of proclama
tions, revocations, fresh proclamations, resumptions of part for other pur
poses and so on. In some cases doubts have arisen as to the boundaries or
legal status of reserves. However there seems to be no point in exploring
these problems. Provided Aborigines are finally given title to land des
cribed by geographic boundaries and not by past history, no difficulties
should arise.
68. A full list of reserves, showing date of first proclamation of the
major part, area and approximate Aboriginal population, is attached as
Appendix I. By way of illustration, some communities on reserves are
described in more detail in Appendix II.
69. I t will be seen from these summaries that reserves vary greatly in
size, density of population, potential value for commercial purposes and
traditional significance. The communities established on them vary in
homogeneity, maintenance of traditions and degree of attachment to
surrounding land.
70. So far as the various m1sswns are concerned, some hold leases of
substantial areas of land and others hold smaller leases within Aboriginal
reserves. Some leases have expired and not been renewed.
7 1 . However the extent and status of such leases is probably not a
matter of importance for, so far as I am aware, there is no objection on
the part of any mission to handing over to Aborigines title to all areas
of land now controlled by it.
72. If there are any exceptions to this position, or if any m1sswn has
any reservations about areas now occupied by, for example, churches or
houses of mission staff, it is important that such matters be brought to
notice.
7 3 . References to certain mission leases and communities will be found
in Appendix II.
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Aborig i n es o n catt l e stat i o n s

3.

74.

A comprehensive report o n 'the situation of Aborigines o n pastoral
properties in the Northern Territory' was made in December 1 97 1 by a
Committee under the chairmanship of Professor C. A. Gibb. This Com
mittee was made up of men having a wide range of knowledge and ex
perience of their subject and so I do not attempt to traverse the same
ground which they covered in establishing the relevant facts. It is suf
ficient for my purposes to quote several passages from their findings :
7 5.

'

. . even from

the most optinust1c standpoint the pastoral industry in the

Northern Territory can never be regarded as a labour-intensive industry.' (p.

7)

'In parts of Central Australia it seemed clear from information supplied to us
that the introduction of Award rates of pay, together with the change in drinking
laws (10 December 1964) had a serious effect on the general attitude of pastoral
ists towards employment

of Aborigines.

Some

had

replaced

Aborigines

with

European stockmen and in at least one case the Aboriginal community had
been "encouraged" to move off the pastoral property altogether.'
77 .

(pp. 10 and l l )

'Both in the Centre and in the North Aborigines will need to adapt to changing
requirements and add to their skill in horsemanship and stockwork such skills
as truck driving, heavy machinery and motor

maintenance, yard building and

building construction work, fence, bore and windmill maintenance, bookkeeping
etc., and also skills in other secondary aspects of the industry such as abattoirs.
As has already been explained changes in the industry will take place only
slowly and probably at a pace which Aborigines can comfortably accommodate
provided appropriate vocational training opportunities are offered early enough
to encourage and enable them to acquire the relevant skills.'

7R.

(p. 12)

''Vhile the labour component may change in kind it is unlikely to increase sig
nificantly in size and the prospects for absorbing a growing labour force arc
negligible.

79.

Much property development and improvement has already been initiated in the
Northern Territory over the last decade although in the semi-arid areas with
annual rainfall average below 25 inches the scope of future beef cattle develop
ment is limited by the nature of the native botanical species. '\'ith current tech
nology there appear to be no species that can be introduced to improve the
quality or quantity of feed.

Research and property management in these areas

are therefore directed towards giving protection against seasonal hazard and in
creasing yield per beast area rather than towards supporting additional numbers.
Changes of this kind will probably never call for increased labour but will un
doubtedly call for a gradual improvement in the levels of knowledge and techni
cal ability of property managers and the labour force alike.

RO.

In higher rainfall areas changes in management techniques

to

improve herd

numbers and productivity have involved fairly high levels of capital investment
to install additional fencing, improved water and handling facilities for cattle
together with the introduction of improved breeding, pasture improvement and
supplementary feeding.

However intensive management techniques can only de

velop slowly because of the high capital outlay required for pasture improvement
and for the importation of the necessary additional breeding stock to build herd
numbers.

Returns on such high investments are slow and levels of investment

must therefore depend on the security of future market prospects.

Nevertheless

developments in these areas are likely to call increasingly for more highly de
veloped skills within the existing work force together with limited additional
numbers of employees to handle a gradually increasing number of cattle.'
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(p.

8)

8 1.

Date

Aboriginal
pojJulation

Aborigines
resident on
pastoral
properties

Aborigines on
P.P.s as % of
total

3 1. 12.56
3I.I2.6l

17,042
18,677

5,393
5,727

32
31

(Information not available for intervening years)

24
21
20

4,676
4,212
4,305

19,68 1
20,549
2 1,394

3 1. 12.65
3 1. 12.67
3 1. 12.69

82. Though numbers on pastoral properties have dropped over the years both abso
lutely and as a percentage of the total population of Aborigines in the i\'orthern
Territory, they still constitute a sizable and important segment of that population.

8 3.

Distribution
The distribution of groups of Aborigines over pastoral properties during

1969-

70 was of the following order:

Number of
pastoral
properties

Size of group
of resident
Aborigines
Nil

I less than

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180

39
77
41
15
6

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200

!)

3

2

Total

'Note: This total of
reports

were

properties.

not

189

(p.

34)

189 excludes 20 pastoral properties in respect of which

received

and

includes

five

outstations

of

main

pastoral

The outstations were treated separately in those cases where it is

traditional for Aborigines to reside at those locations independently of the
pastoral property homestead area.
84.

Thus it will be seen that there are six pastoral properties which account for
of the total number;

20%
26 further properties which have sizable groups; 74 which

have small but important groups; and 44 with merely a handful.

Some of the

groups comprise Aborigines from one or perhaps two tribal groups only, whilst
others comprise members of a number of different tribes.
85. Aborigines reside on pastoral properties throughout the whole of the Territory.
The pastoral area with the smallest numbers is in the area to the south and
south-west of Alice Springs. The largest concentrations are in the Victoria River
and the Sandover River areas.

86.

Composition
At 3 1. 12.69, 37% of the Aborigines on pastoral properties were under sixteen
years of age. This is an indication of a relatively young and an expanding popu
lation.

However, it is significantly different from the population on Mission and

Government settlements where
87.

In

49% is under sixteen years of age.

1956 it is likely that the Aboriginal population on pastoral properties was

growing by natural increase only very slowly, if at all.

This appears to have

changed over the past fourteen years and the present population appears to
possess the potential for substantial if not rapid growth.'

(p.

35)
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88.

'The Committee was interested to find during v1s1ts both to the Centre and to
the North a wide variety of arrangements between Aboriginal communities and
station management.

Numerically these ranged from stations such as Yambah

near Alice Springs with a small permanent Aboriginal community of no more
than eight to ten people to stations like Napperby in the Centre and Victoria
River Downs in the North with permanent communities totalling around 130 to
140 Aborigines.

Some of these station communities have traditional links with

the surrounding land areas and have been on a particular station for generations
while others, for example most of the Aborigines on Maryvale station, have come
to the area only comparatively recently and have developed new ties. It did seem
clear from our observations and discussions that in at least several instances the
relationship between the Aboriginal community and pastoral management was
affected as much by the community attitude to the manager as the reverse and
we were told of instances where in the past Aboriginal groups had followed a
particularly well-respected 'boss' well outside the limit of their traditional tribal
preserves. On the other hand at Lake Nash the manager told us that employ
ment had virtually ceased during 1970 and that most Aborigines had left the
station due to a clash with the previous manager.

The community which cur

rently totals around 140 and represents a fairly stable grouping had returned
promptly as soon as there was a change in managers. It is clear that in this kind
of permanent community situation there are often strong ties between manage
ment and the Aboriginal community and we received indications that at least
some pastoralists felt an obligation to find employment for all the able-bodied
men who belonged to their own station community.

89 .

Outside this situation there is evidence

(especially in the

Centre) of station

owners and managers cutting permanent employment of Aborigines down to a
minimum or nothing.

Many are now following the practice of employing a team

of Aboriginal stock workers on a temporary basis as single employees in the
mustering season and letting them go back to centres such as the Aboriginal
community at Finke or to Government and Mission settlements when the work
is finished. In addition, there are indications throughout the territory that many
Aborigines (mostly among the younger generation) feel more mobile and are
prepared to travel greater distances- at least for a short time- to find employ
ment.' (p. 43)

9 0.

'Repeatedly during our tour we were told of the unreliability of Aboriginal em
ployees and of cultural factors limiting their usefulness and of the additional
costs not recognised by the Award of providing for their medical and social care.
We are persuaded that these claims are not based on racial grounds but on the
experience of those concerned. Often Aborigines do not work as well or as con
sistently as whites and they require much more supervision.
uctivity of Aboriginal labour is below that of white labour.'

91.

'Of the 4,305 living on pastoral properties at 31.12.69
were 2,733 adults, of whom 1,481

The average prod
(p. 16)

(mid-period elate), there

(1,029 males and 452 females) had been em

ployed for some period during the year.

The period of employment of many

of the males is known to have been short, but exact figures are not available
... It is likely that this figure will be held for several years because the appar
ently increasing rate of natural increase should not be more than offset by the
likely loss of numbers resulting from further disemployment of Aborigines in
the industry, which over the next few years should not be great.'

(p. 36)

9 2. The way in which tribes are divided between cattle stations is well
illustrated by figures taken from surveys carried out in 1 967-8 in two
different areas, one north-east of Alice Springs, the other in the Roper
River. The results are summarised in Appendix III.
9 3. Recent figures available to me show the largest numbers of Abo
rigines on cattle stations as follows :
Wave Hill .
Brunette Downs
Mudginberri
14

364
1 54
1 23

Rockhampton Downs
Banka Banka
Victoria River Downs
Roper Valley
Mainoru
Lake Nash
Macdonald Downs
Utopia
Willowra
(purchased for Aborigines)
Napperby .
Tea Tree
Neutral Junction .

4.

1 20
1 16
1 15
1 09
1 08
230
21 1
1 55
1 39
1 36
1 26
1 20

Abo r i g i n es i n tow n s

94. The 1 97 1 Census revealed a total Aboriginal population in the Nor
thern Territory of 23,253 Aborigines. For the purposes of the Bureau
of Census and Statistics 'Aborigines' meant those who were so described
to the census takers by the persons supplying the information.
95. Of these, 2,374 lived in Greater Darwin, 1 ,369 in Alice Springs, 1 74
in Katherine and 1 1 9 in Tennant Creek; a total of j ust over 4,000.
96. Of the Darwin Aborigines, some 450-500 normally live at the Bagot
Reserve and there is a small group camped at Kulaluk and a larger group
at Berrimah.
97. In Alice Springs there are about 250 people living 9 miles from
Alice Springs at the Amoonguna Reserve and there are several perma
nent and semi-permanent camps on the Todd and Charles Rivers which
would between them probably account for as many more. One of these
groups has lived in an old works camp area for some years and two
other areas are in the process of having permanent toilet and washing
facilities provided.
98. Only a very small percentage of city and town dwellers could estab
lish a traditional claim to the areas where they now live.
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5.

A bo r i g i nal t r i bes a n d et h n ic b l ocs

99 . In Appendix IV are set out summaries of the past and present posi
tions of a number of tribes and ethnic blocs. These are provided as
illustrations of the over-all situation. Here again it "\viii be seen that it
is very difficult to generalise as to present-day strengths, cohesion or
maintenance of traditional links with land.
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The Problems

1 00. This leads me convenien tly to an outline of the major problems
which seem to me to arise in giving recognition to traditional Aboriginal
rights in land.

1.

Aborig i n a l rese rves

I01.
The terms of reference make it clear that the government wishes
to vest title to these lands in an appropriate body or bodies, to ensure
that appropriate mineral and timber rights go with the land and to see
to it that Aboriginal groups or communities have proper rights over that
land.

( a ) THE VESTING OF TITLE
I 02.
There are several ways in which these goals could be achieved. In
th e first place the title to all reserve lands could be handed over to a
council set up for the purpose. No doubt all the members of such a body
would be Aborigines. A variation would be to establish more than one
such body and perhaps even a separate body for each reserve. In any
event the land would belong to these bodies which would certainly have
power to lease, and perhaps to transfer title, to Aboriginal groups or
communi ties.

103. A second possibility would be to do without such overall control
and to hand over smaller areas of land to particular communities. In
the case of the smaller reserves this could produce the same result as the
first possibility because there might be only one community on the res
erve. But in the case of Arnhem Land, for example, the reserve would
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be divided into a number of regions owned by the different communities
now existing and, perhaps, by new communities to be established.
1 04. The third major possibility would be to hand such lands over to
traditional land-holcling groups.
1 05. Before considering each of these suggestions in more detail, the
point should be made that these are not three clear-cut and quite dif
ferent approaches. They are capable of modification so that a final
scheme could contain elements of any two or all three. The only basic
distinction between them lies in whether the actual legal ownership is
held by statutory councils, communities or clans.
1 06 . In the case of the statutory councils (I shall assume more than one
simply for ease of reference) this has the advantage that legal title to
reserve lands could be given to such councils quite simply and quickly.
The same legislation which established the councils could grant the land
to them and it would only remain to make the necessary appointments
to them or hold the necessary elections as thought fit. It would not be
difficult to supply such councils with the necessary administrative assis
tance and expert advice to enable them to carry out their tasks.
1 07. On the other hand it might be thought that such an approach was
too impersonal, too remote from the people living on the land, and that
it put too much power into a few hands. Such objections could be met
in part by limiting the powers of the councils and providing in the legis
lation for protection of the rights of communities or clans to occupy
and use their traditional lands.
1 08. The community has some obvious advantages as a land-owning
unit because it is the basic political and social grouping for Aborigines
in modern society. Most such communities have, in recent years, become
used to electing their own councils and attending general meetings of
the community to decide matters of common interest. It is true that
living arrangements within the community will often be organised in
such a way as to reflect clan or dialect group affiliations but, for most
purposes, the community functions as a whole. Again it should not
prove too difficult to arrange administrative support and independent
advice for such communities, provided that there was no general tenden
cy for them to sub-divide themselves into small isolated groups. There
is some evidence of such a trend.
1 0 9 . D isadvantages of the community approach would include the
possible difficulty of drawing dividing lines between community areas.
Since the same clans or dialect groups may be represented in two or
more communities it would not always be easy to draw lines between
communities based on traditional relationships to land. The membership
of a particular community could also present problems in some cases, be
cause inter-community movement is common. These would probably
have to be solved finally by a system of registration - each Aborigine
registering himself, and his family, at his community of choice - the
community no doubt having the power to accept transferees after initial
registration.
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1 1 0. Another problem which would sometimes arise, both at the out
set and later, would be the establishment of new communities at some
distance from the old. In some cases, the residents at such out-stations
(as they are presently called) might be content to remain part of the
larger community. In others, they would probably want complete in
dependence. Some practical way of resolving such problems would have
to be found.
1 1 1 . The method of allocation which might well attract most support
at first sight is that which would give the land to traditional land-holding
groups. This would have the advantage of most closely approximating
Aboriginal law. Further, membership of clans and clan boundaries
should always be capable of precise definition; though not without long
and painstaking enquiry in some instances. Such a system has been sup
ported by most anthropologists who have responded to my request for
information and opinions.
1 12. On the other hand there are some very real difficulties in this ap
proach. In the first place, such divisions of land were evolved for a
food-collecting and hunting life system in which the use of land was
shared between neighbouring groups. The areas of land involved are
sometimes quite small as, for example, in cases where a single hill or
beach is held by one clan, at some distance from its main area, and en
tirely surrounded by the land of another clan. Arnhem Land, for ex
ample, might have to be divided into almost 200 clan units.
1 1 3. Even where areas are larger, divisions along these lines would have
no regard to present or future productivity or needs. A small group
might well be entitled to a large and fertile area and much larger groups
might find that their country, which produced only sparsely for food
gatherers, was quite useless for modern food production or any other
economic purpose. Major groups in some well-established communities
would find that they had no legal claim to the reserve lands on which
that community had been established. Even under traditional Aborig
inal custom they would have been able to share with the land-holding
groups the fruits and wild life of the region. So if Aboriginal title were
converted directly into some form of modern title, some groups would
get more and others less than they enj oyed under the old system.
1 1 4. Another way in which this would occur is that one group or clan
may own a large area of land, but as I have pointed out earlier, other
groups have recognised rights and duties as the managers or workers
for the ownership ceremonies relating to that land. There would be no
legal recognition of such rights if land were divided up between clans.
1 1 5. There would also be very real practical difficulties in administer
ing an ownership system where, as often happens, the rightful owners
belong to several family groups living in communities hundreds of miles
apart. Thus I was informed that the three senior owners of one tract
of land in the Petermann Ranges lived respectively at Laverton (630
miles west by road) Warburton (260 miles west) and Alice Springs (450
miles east). It would obviously create difficulties to register that tract
of land in the names of those men and their families (who could be even
more widely scattered) .
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1 1 6. Also relevant to this point is the I.L.O. Convention No. 1 07 of
1 957 dealing with Indigenous and Tribal Populations. It is important
that no action be taken which could prejudice eventual Australian rati
fication of that Convention, which emphasises the claims of indigenous
peoples actually occupying traditional lands.
1 1 7 . T o vest title t o large areas o f land in larger tribal groups would
solve some of the problems referred to, but the tribes would still be
widely scattered and this would assign to the tribe a social and political
unity which it did not possess traditionally. On the other hand it is
true that modern transport has made it possible for Aborigines to make
and retain tribal contacts which would not have been possible when all
movement was on foot.
1 1 8. All these are matters which the Aboriginal people themselves must
carefully consider. One possible answer would be a blend of community
and clan or tribal ownership as found appropriate in different places.
1 1 9. One thing which seems quite clear so far as reserve lands are
concerned is that ownership, in the first instance, must be communal.
Communities will no lloubt wish to give leases to individuals in some
cases and, at some time in the future, individual title to land may be
come appropriate. However, inalienable communal title is quite basic
to the Aboriginal system and so seems to provide the only possible way
of dealing with reserve lands in the Northern Territory today. This
appears to be the view of all the communities I have so far visited.
120. Some form of incorporation for Aboriginal groups will thus be
necessary for land-owning purposes, and if it is sufficiently flexible to
cover both communities and clans, it may well be practicable for differ
ent Aboriginal people to organise themselves as they see fit. If a clan
or dialect group basis is favoured, I have already said that I would not
expect any final difficulty in resolving areas of ownership, although the
process would be very intricate and time-consuming. Similarly, if only
communities were involved, I would expect the Aboriginal people them
selves to be able to resolve areas of responsibility. Any continuing dis
pute could be settled by arbitrators acceptable to both sides or, in the
last resort, an authority prescribed by the legislation.
1 2 1 . The same method of solution could be applied to a dispute be
tween a community and a clan, but here the guidelines would be harder
to establish and the whole task much more difficult. Such disputes ·would
also be more likely to occur, because there is more scope for a conflict
of interest arising from overlapping claims.
(b)

EXISTING RIGHTS

1 22. One special problem which will have to be considered is the exis
tence of other rights over land in Aboriginal reserves. These rights in
clude current mission leases, such rights as may exist under expired
mission leases, existing special-purpose leases to Aborigines and others,
possible agreements to enter into special-purpose leases with Aborigines
or others, and mining leases and exploration permits.
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123. I have already indicated that no real difficulties are anticipated in
relation to mission leases. So far as other commitments are concerned,
the point has been made to me by several Aboriginal communities that
they were not party, in any legal or practical sense, to certain of these
agreements, all of which proceeded on the assumption that Aborigines
had no recognisable rights in land.
1 24. On the other hand, such agreements have been entered into in
good faith by the lessees or permitees who, in some cases, have spent large
sums of money on capital works.
1 25. One possible approach to this problem would be as follm,·s ; I set
i t out in order to invite comment from those affected :
1 26. All existing rights should, to begin with, be preserved by the leg
islation which gives land title to Aborigines. Once the Aboriginal clans
or communities have been incorporated and the boundaries of their
land fixed, they should become entitled to all rents and fees payable in
respect of any agreements, leases or permits affecting their land. They
should then review all such arrangements. If they decide to approve
them they should continue to receive, as owners of the land, the ren ts
and fees provided for. If they do not approve any arrangement an at
tempt should be made to re-negotiate it on terms acceptable to the
Aborigines.
1 2 7 . If such re-negotiation should prove unsuccessful, consideration
could then be given by the government to the compulsory acquisition
of the rights concerned on terms of j ust compensation. The legislation
which preserved existing rights would have to provid e for this contin
gency. Each case would have to be dealt with on its merits and the final
decision would depend u pon considerations of possible benefit to the
Aboriginal community, possible detriment to other parties and cost to
the government.
1 28. In cases involving minerals, any re-negotiation should avvait the
establishment of rules for future exploration and production, against
which existing arrangements could be measured.
129. I have been careful, in dealing with existing rights, to speak of
rents and fees because obviously mineral royalties create a difterent
problem. Here the government has already announced an interim con
tinuation of the policy whereby 2.5<j0 of the value of minerals recov
ered on reserve lands goes to the Aborigines Benefits Trust Fund, and
of this 1 0% goes to the community directly concerned.
1 30. Several communities have suggested to me that the figure of 1 OC/0
is not high enough and I return to this subject later. Certainly it seems
eminently reasonable that a significant part of such royalties should go
to regional, Territory-wide or nation-wide organisations of Aborigines
and the balance should be retained by the land-owning group, whatever
it may be. It is only fair that it should get special consideration because
its land is being interfered with. Perhaps the clans most affected should,
in turn, get special consideration from the land-owning group.
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1 3 1 . On the other hand it would seem unfortunate that some groups
of Aborigines, which might be quite small, should become extremely
wealthy while others are comparatively poor, the difference being repre
sented by the presence on their land of a metal or fluid which had
probably no significance at all in traditional Aboriginal society.
1 32. The question of forest products will also have to be considered
in this connection but might well require different treatment since the
local claims based on traditional grounds would be stronger and the
sums involved much smaller.

2.

Ot h e r p u b l i c rese rves a n d C row n land

1 33 . The types of public reserves which are most relevant for present
purposes are National Parks and wildlife reserves. These are dealt with
in more detail later under the heading of 'Land usage' and the respec
tive sub-headings of 'Tourists and visitors' and 'Conservation', although
clearly these topics overlap.
1 34. It would be premature at this stage to make any firm suggestions
as to how such reserves should be dealt with, but several general com
ments can perhaps be made.
1 35. In the first place, conservationists properly argue that some nat
ural habitats of wild life and plants should be preserved at all costs.
They urge that in some circumstances the local interests of man, even
of Aboriginal man, should be subordinated to those of other forms of
life.
1 36 . Certainly Aboriginal man lived in equilibrium with his environ
ment for thousands of years. But if he were to use modern hunting
equipment or introduce extensive tourist or pastoral activities to certain
areas, the picture could quickly change.
1 37 . Secondly, it should prove generally feasible to employ Aborigines
as rangers and guides in protected areas. This is already being clone in
some places.
1 38. It seems that the problem will be to identify areas that need and
are worthy of special protection, and then to try to reconcile Aboriginal
interests with those of conservation in those areas. It may be that a
scheme of Aboriginal title, combined with National Park status and
joint management, would prove acceptable to all interests.
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1 39. There seems to be no general reason why vacant Crown lands
should not be included in appropriate grants of title to Aboriginal com
munities in cases where a traditional claim is established.
1 40. However there could well be cases, in areas of potential town de
velopment, where Aboriginal claims would have to be weighed against
broad town-planning requirements. Other particular arguments against
such grants may be available in other instances.

3.

Pasto ral l eases

1 4 1 . One o f the Commission's terms of reference requires me to con
sider ' the desirability of establishing suitable procedures for the examina
tion of claims to Aboriginal traditional rights and interests in or in
relation to land in areas in the Northern Territory of Australia outside
Aboriginal reserves or of establishing alternative ways of meeting effec
tively the needs for land of Aboriginal groups or communities living
outside those reserves'.
1 42. This obviously raises some difficult and controversial problems so
far as existing pastoral leases are concerned. These leases cover a large
part of the Northern Territory and have been granted for varying peri
ods of time. With the rights of renewal they contain they give substantial
security of title to existing holders, provided that the conditions of the
lease are observed by the lessees. The cattle stations which have been
established under these leases vary greatly in size and value. There are
some in the centre which barely support - or even fail to support one man and his family. There are others further north which carry
huge herds of cattle and represent vast corporate investments.
143. As to the relationship between Aboriginal land rights and these
properties, it is to be noted that the government has already purchased
two such properties for the use of Aborigines. These are Willowra and
Kildurk. Others are available for purchase if suitable terms could be
agreed upon. But there would no doubt be many which are not for sale
at all.
1 44. With regard to these properties it is necessary to bear in mind the
findings of the Gibb Committee, referred to earlier. At Page 74 of that
Report, the Committee recommended, among other things,
'a.

that in appropriate areas land be obtained by excision, or by sub-lease from the
pastoralists for Aboriginal communities for limited village, economic and rec
reational purposes

to enable Aborigines

to preserve

traditional

cultural

ties
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and obligations and to provide the community with a measure of autonomy;
such land naturally needs access to adequate water supplies but in addition it
should be of such an area and such a quality that some supplementary activities
may be encouraged upon it, e.g., pig, poultry and fishing, gardening and arti
fact making, etc.;
b.

(pp. 45 and 46) ,

where it is inappropriate to excise or s u blease land for an Aboriginal com
munity some arrangement be made between pastoral management, perhaps in
co-operation with Government to develop a village community and to provide
Aborigines with an increasing say in

management of

the

Yillage

area;

the

arrangement should be the subj ect of regular review to enable more responsi
bility to devolve upon the Aboriginal community.

(p. 46) '

145. These recommendations are supported today by the Northern Ter
ritory Cattle Producers' Council. Ho-v\·ever it must be remembered that
they were made in the context of 1 97 1 . I have no v.'ay of knowing if the
Committee would have reached the same conclusions in the context of
an express recognition of Aboriginal title to reserve lands.
H6. As indicated earlier, I have so far had very littie contact with Abo
rigines living on cattle stations. However, in a number of instances, Abo
rigines living on reserves have referred to neighbouring cattle stations.
Often reference has been to the exercise of the right contained in leases
for Aborigines to wander and hunt over cattle station land. It seems
that this right has sometimes been denied, or its exercise discouraged, by
property owners or managers fearing interference with livestock.
147. On this point it seems that there has been concern expressed at
times about Aboriginal dogs accompanying their owners and disturbing
cattle. Other complaints have related to the indiscriminate use of fire
arms and to a failure to give any warning or notice of the presence of
a hunting or camping party on the land.
148. From what I have heard so far I do not have the impression th at
this is a major cause of concern either to Aborigines or cattle stations.
But it may be time to review the very ancient provisions now applying
to see if they need reframing to meet modern requirements.
1 49. Another source of Aboriginal concern is the protection of sacred
sites on pastoral leases. The suggestion was made on several occasions
that particular sites should be fenced off and protected by notices. The
only comments I wish to make at this stage on this topic are, firstly, that
the whole question of identifying and protecting sacred sites is under
review by the Australian I nstitute of Aboriginal Studies and secondly
that, in some instances, drawing the attention of the general public to
Aboriginal sacred sites could be harmful. It might lead to inquisitive
investigation in spite of fences or warning notices.
1 50. Aborigines, particularly older men, have also often indicated in
discussions a desire to set u p a more or less permanent camp beside some
waterhole or soakage which is significant to them. In many cases cattle
have so fouled waterholes by constant use over years that they are un
recognisable as the pleasant places they must once have been. In other
cases extensive use of bores has so altered the water table that soakages
will no longer support life in the dry season. But there are still some
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sites which are attractive to Aboriginal people as living areas, whether
or not they are associated with employment opportunities.
1 5 1 . I have set out the impressions so far gained of the interest of Abo
rigines in land the subject of pastoral leases. However this is one of the
areas in which I feel the greatest need of independent advice to the Abo
riginal people to enable them to formulate appropriate claims.
1 52. I do not wish to anticipate the form those claims might take, but
matters requiring consideration will include :
(a) planned purchases or acquisitions of land on which to estab
lish Aboriginal cattle ventures or similar activities;
(b) excision from leases of areas of land for Aboriginal living
purposes;
(c) rights of access of Aborigines to pastoral properties;
(d) the protection of sacred sites on pastoral leases, and
(e) the recognition of land rights by the diverting of lease pay
ments or mining royalties from the Crown to appropriate
Aboriginal groups.
1 53. Since several submissions made to me have referred to possible
financial compensation for land taken from Aborigines in the past, I
should point out that no questions of financial compensation in place of
rights to land are raised by my terms of reference.

4.

C i ty a n d tow n d we l l e rs

1 54. The regular residents at the Bagot Reserve at Darwin have made
it plain to me that their only concern is to obtain title to the Reserve so
that they can develop it as an attractive and useful community living
area. They foresee a mixture of houses and flats, including high-rise
flats, with special provision for old-age pensioners. In due time they
would expect to see the surrounding fence come clown and all residents
making use of outside schools, hospitals and other public facilities.
1 55. A necessary pre-condition to achieving such aims is the accommo
dation elsewhere of all the transients and other temporary residents now
found at Bagot. There seems to be no hope of any substantial develop
ment at Bagot while the area has to provide for these people, some of
whom cause trouble by refusing to observe the rules of the Aboriginal
council. Many, of course, are in D arwin for a special purpose and merely
require hostel-type accommodation.
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1 56. Beyond expressing my sympathy with the objectives of the Bagot
Council I do not feel that there is much that I can do or say to assist
the detailed working out of their plans. Their approach, which I have
outlined, raises questions of town planning and urban development
rather than of the recognition of traditional land rights. Whatever gen
eral system is finally adopted, I see no difficulty in vesting title to the
Bagot Reserve in a properly elected and incorporated committee of resi
dents. I would, however, advise caution in approaching the question of
tenure for individual occupiers of houses or fiats. I understand that the
Council contemplates individual ownership in at least some cases. Sub
j ect to any further submissions being put, I would have thought that a
lease for a term of years would be more appropriate, at least for the time
being.
1 57. A more difficult question is raised by the few remaining members
of the Larrakia tribe who, in discussions with me, have laid claim par
ticularly to an area of waterfront land between Bagot and N ightcliff
which they call Kulaluk. When I met them I was told that there
are some 18 members of the tribe now left. Later information suggests
that fewer than this number can trace paternal descent from the Larra
kia, but there are more who identify themselves as Larrakia because of
maternal links. They have told me that the whole of Darwin is built on
Larrakia country and written claims submitted on their behalf include
claims to several parts of the city, the Larrakeyah Reserve of 1 4 square
miles south of Darwin and 660 acres of land in Darwin to replace land
excised from the Bagot Reserve in 1 965.
158. Other Aboriginal groups in Darwin have asked for areas of land
at Knuckey's Lagoon, Berrimah and One Mile Dam, Francis Bay where
they are presently camping, to be set aside for them as housing areas.
These again raise no direct questions of traditional rights, although some
of these people are descended from neighbouring tribes and their fore
bears would, no doubt, have had some contact with the Larrakia people
and their country. Although such community developments deserve sym
pathetic consideration, there seems to be no sound reason why such
people should be treated any differently from other Aborigines coming
from further afield and wishing to live in the Darwin area.
1 59. The Larrakia group raise some special problems. Clearly they are
entitled to consideration as a group wanting to live as a small community
and to do so on some part of the traditional lands of their tribe.
1 60. Whether they should be free to choose the particular site in a de
veloping city such as Darwin raises different questions. One question is
the length and extent of their attachment to the area in question; it may
have belonged to a different clan of their tribe. Another is the effect of
town planning considerations and a third is the possible effect of rights
of other persons acquired in good faith.
1 6 1 . I do not feel able to take this matter any further at this stage and
would welcome further submissions on the questions of principle in
volved. Further factual material may also prove helpful.
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1 62. So far as Alice Springs is concerned, the only groups of Aborigines
living outside reserves of whom I have knowledge are those camped on
the Todd River and its tributaries.
1 63. It may be that some of these could trace their descent from the
particular clans of the Eastern Aranda people who traditionally owned
those areas where they are camped. If so, I have no evidence of it, and
unless such a claim is made, the problem seems to me to be again one
of social welfare and urban development rather than of traditional land
rights. The fact that some people camped there are of the Aranda tribe
would give them no more rights than other neighbouring tribes. Their
own land could be 1 00-200 miles away.
1 64. I should make it clear that in saying that such problems relate to
social welfare and urban development I do not suggest that they are un
important or less urgent than traditional land right problems. I merely
mean that they are different problems, as to which I have so far received
no direct submissions.

5.

I nco r po rat ion

1 65. It is obvious that, whatever form the recogmtwn of Aboriginal
land rights may take, there must be provision for title to be vested in
groups or communities of Aborigines. And, when it comes to using the
land, there must be provision for the operation of Aboriginal businesses.
1 66. Since unincorporated associations, co-operatives and trustee arrange
ments all have clear defects in the Aboriginal situation there is an
obvious need for provisions for incorporation. Further, laws relating to
incorporation under the Companies Acts are inappropriate for most
Aboriginal purposes.
1 67 . I have no doubt that what is required is a special system of incor
poration of Aboriginal groups. This will require a system of registration
which automatically leads to the group registered becoming an incor
porated body.
1 68. It seems to me that the system adopted should be sufficiently flex
ible to permit the incorporation of:
(a) local land-owning bodies
(b) regional land-owning bodies
(c) town councils having a local government role
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(d) business enterprises of a whole community, and probably
(e) business enterprises of groups within a community.
1 69. There should also be provision for combination of these functions
where appropriate and for one Aboriginal corporation to be a member
of another in some cases - as for example where several land-owning
corporations join in a business enterprise.
1 70. Apart from technical problems of membership, management, pow
ers and control of such incorporations, there are two preliminary ques
tions which seem to me to call for comment.
1 7 1 . The first of these is the risk of proliferation of such incorporations
in an Aboriginal community. Some communities may already have :
(a) a community council for the discussion of Aboriginal q ues
tions and for purposes of fostering Aboriginal development,
(b) a town council for purposes of local government,
(c) a progress association or social club for development of recrea
tional and other community facilities,
(d) a housing association, and
(e) one or more companies incorporated for commercial purposes.
1 72. Obviously if other incorporated bodies were added to such a list,
there could be much confusion and a wasteful overlapping of functions.
1 7 3. On the other hand there would be disadvantages in a single, pow
erful, multi-purpose corporation. The n eed is for flexibility and freedom
of choice in this area.
1 74. Another question which arises is whether, if an Aboriginal com
munity wishes it, persons other than Aborigines should be admitted to
membership of any of the corporations envisaged. The two types of body
which might lend themselves to such membership are town councils and
progress associations. In either of these cases a minority of non-Aborig
inal members might be desired by an Aboriginal community. In some
cases which involve the running of a store or licensed premises, taxation
or other legal requirements might make it necessary that all persons
using the facilities should be members of the organisation running it.
1 75 . Clearly no non-Aborigine should share in the ownership of Abo
riginal land or the ultimate control of enterprises carried out on that
land.
1 76. So far as technical matters are concerned, i t will be necessary to
have simple and flexible provisions for the appointment of boards and
committees. Precisely defined membership of the group being incor
porated would probably only be important in those cases where divi
dends were payable or where membership was not based on residence.
1 77. In view of the large amounts required to be spent on community
proj ects in the foreseeable future, there would seem to be little or no
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immediate need for detailed rules protecting individual rights. However,
in those cases where royalty receipts are substantial, the need could soon
arise.
1 78. It is suggested that the immediate requirement is for simple legis
lation, allowing a good deal of administrative discretion. Detailed rules
for different types of corporation could perhaps be provided for by regu
lation, so that the clearly urgent land-owning provisions, for example,
need not be delayed by the more intricate trading provisions.
1 79. It is envisaged that a body would be incorporated pursuant to one
or more parts of the enabling Act, each part having its own requirements
as to the rules to be adopted before incorporation. Membership would
be defined by residence in some cases and by registered list in other cases.
1 80. In the case of land-owning corporations it is quite likely that dif
ferent communities may wish for different types of governing bodies.
Their preferred methods of appointment may also depend on a process
other than election; discussion, consultation and deference to the views
of elders are natural to Aborigines. Elections are a recent innovation.
1 8 1 . In these circumstances it would seem appropriate to require merely
that the Registrar should satisfy himself that the people nominated to
him have been duly chosen by the community or group as their repre
sentatives for the relevant purpose. The method chosen by the Registrar
to so satisfy himself, whether by affidavits, certified public meeting, right
of challenge after publication or otherwise, could also perhaps be left to
his discretion.
1 82. Some authority should have power in case of alleged corruption
or serious mismanagement to suspend or dismiss a governing body and
appoint a manager or managers. The whole system should be u nder the
control of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory or some other
appropriate Court.
1 83 . I should conclude this section by saying that I have hesitated to
express firm views on any detailed aspect of this subj ect of incorporation
because it is one on which I have received very few submissions and there
may be pitfalls which I have not foreseen.
1 84. Thus one question which will have to be carefully considered is
any possible incidence of taxation of Aboriginal corporations. Should,
for example, community corporations carrying on business enterprises,
the profits of which go to community development, be subject to tax?
And even if they distribute dividends, should any company tax be pay
able? Presumably no tax would be payable on community income from
leases, permits or royalties.
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6.

Funds

1 85. One problem which will have to b e faced i s the allocation o f funds
to land-owning and land-using bodies including regional land councils
(which are discussed below). In all cases, money will be necessary for
purely administrative purposes : providing adequate office space, office
equipment, secretarial services, management salaries, reimbursement of
fares to attend meetings and similar expenses. Where the organisation is
concerned with land usage - pastoral activities, forestry, fishing or tour
ism for example - much heavier expenses will be incurred. Considera
tion will obviously have to be given to the desirability of making regular
grants either to all such bodies or at least to all those having no signifi
cant present income.
1 86. I t will also be necessary to consider the appropriateness of present
methods of funding Aboriginal enterprises. I have not encountered any
significant criticism of the working of the Aborigines Benefits Trust
Fund. Certainly allocation of available monies on application and ac
cording to need is a reasonable approach. However the view has been
expressed on several occasions that all moderate earnings - from leases,
exploration licences or timber royalties, for example - should remain
where they are earned. Only major earnings from minerals should be
more widely distributed.
1 87. Another possible view is that all or part of funds available for de
velopment should be distributed to communities on a basis of population.
1 88. Certainly all these questions will require reconsideration in the
light of decisions reached as to land ownership.

7.

Lan d u sage

(a)

GRAZING AND AGRICULTURE

1 89. It has been put to the Commission that the Aborigine should have
the same right of choice as the white landholder in selecting the form of
enterprise (if any) which he wishes to pursue on his land; but he should
also be subject to the same obligation not to damage or permanently
destroy any of the natural resources of the land.
1 90.
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The fact that this obligation has sometimes not been observed by

pastoral lessees, or enforced, does not detract from the validity of the
argument. Such an obligation is receiving everwidening recognition and
the largely undeveloped Aboriginal reserves provide an excellent oppor
tunity for its application, particularly since they would necessarily be
developed, in most cases, by use of public monies.
1 9 1 . If this view were adopted, it would involve Aboriginal communi
ties seeking and accepting the best available advice before developing
grazing or agricultural activities. It might also mean that they would
have to submit to some restrictions as to the nature and extent of those
activities, over and above the obvious legal controls directed, for example,
against any spread of cattle disease.
1 92. Unfortunately the groundwork which would enable sound advice
to be given and j ust restrictions to be imposed has been clone in very few
areas. Detailed studies have been carried out on Croker Island and in
the Wagait Reserve. General Surveys have been made in the Bulman
River, Port Keats and Haasts Bluff regions. Not all of these reports have
yet been published and, in any event, they represent only a very small
part of the total areas having pastoral or agricultural potential in Abo
riginal reserves. It therefore becomes necessary to suggest some prelim
inary measures which should be observed in approaching such develop
ment.
1 93. In the first place i t should be said that such actiVIties as market
gardening and dairy farming present no problems once expert advice has
established their likely success in an area. Nor could the exploitation of
wild cattle or buffalo already in an area do any possible harm.
1 94. The sort of activities which call for closer attention are those such
as sorghum or maize growing and the establishment of new cattle pro
j ects, especially if they involve the clearing of existing vegetation from
any substantial area of land.
1 95. I t seems desirable that an area should be fixed beyond which clear
i ng will not be permitted without express authority, following an appro
priate survey of the area. Maximum stocking rates may also have to be
fixed, either for regions or for specific ventures.
1 96. So far as pastoral management is concerned, it is clear that few, if
any, Aborigines have been trained or have acquired the skills necessary
to enable them to manage cattle enterprises without considerable assis
tance. The skills of a stockman, which many Aborigines undoubtedly
possess, are obviously very different from the skills of a manager. Thus
such assistance must be provided for them, and I regard it as vital that
substantial salaries be paid to secure the right men for the jobs; having
both the necessary skills and experience and also an interest in the broad
er implications of their work and a willingness and ability to train
Aborigines to take over from them in clue course. Appropriate contrac
tual arrangements would have to be made, taking effect perhaps after a
trial period, to secure the legitimate interests of the employee manager
without infringing the ultimate right of the Aboriginal owners to con
trol their own enterprise.
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1 97. Although, as I have said, Aboriginal pastoral ventures should have
the best management available, it does not follow from this that commer
cial profits should be the test of success or failure in such schemes. It may
well be that a venture will give a reasonable living standard and useful
and pleasant work to a number of Aborigines without being able to show
a financial profit. This need not matter, so long as production is main
tained at a reasonable level and no harm is done to the land.
1 98. One question which needs consideration is whether cattle stations
purchased for Aboriginal use should be subj ect to the same form of Abo
riginal tenure as reserve lands. In particular, should the government
have any direct control over the situation if the property is being allowed
to run down? If the purchase has been made for the benefit of tradi
tional owners of the land it would be difficult to distinguish the case
from that of reserve lands having pastoral value. If no traditional claims
were involved, the situation might be different.
(b)

FORESTRY

1 99. Since 1 96 1 it has been government policy to investigate and de
velop forest resources on Aboriginal reserves. Royalties, after deduction
of 50% for developmental costs, have been paid to the Aborigines Bene
fits Trust Fund in accordance with Section 2 1 of the Northern Territory
(A dministration) A ct 1 9 1 0- 1 968.
200. Some 3,700 acres of plantation have been established on l\!Ielville
Island and altogether some 700,000 acres of native forests have been
designated for protection and management. Over six million acres of
forest in Arnhem Land, Melville Island and the Daly River area have
been identified as suitable for forestry projects.
20 1 . There are current timber removal operations at Lake Evella, Elcho
Island, Maningrida, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Murganella and
the Wagait Reserve. Annual expenditure on forestry within Aboriginal
reserves is in the vicinity of $ 1 m.
202. Obvious advantages to Aborigines from forest developments in
clude profits from forestry and saw-milling enterprises and employment
in such work. On the other hand some types of forest operations such
as wood-chip industry or the development of pine plantations, would
greatly change the face of the country.
203. I am not aware of any objection to Aborigines having control of
forestry operations on reserves; provided, as with all other commercial
ventures, that competent managers are employed and normal legal re
quirements and sound business practices observed. The control of bush
fires would present some special problems, particularly in view of tracli
tional Aboriginal practices in the use of fire.
204. Other problems requiring consideration would be those of con
servation (see below) and the future of royalty payments : should all Nor
thern Territory Aborigines share in the benefits from forest resources
and, if so, at what rate? Current royalty levels in more remote regions
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range from 1 0 cents to 20 cen ts per hundred super feet. There would
seem to be an argument
in favour of all earnings
'' from forestrv ventu res
remaining in the area where they are earned.
'

(c)

FISH ERIES

205. A n umber of Aboriginal communities in the N orth h ave raised
with me questions of fishing rights. They poin t to their traditional de
pendence on fish, turtles, shellfish, dugong and other forms of sea life
and they ask whether their land rights will extend out to sea and, if so,
how far. It seems clear that Aboriginal clans generally regard estuaries,
bays and waters immediately adjacent to the shore line as being part of
their land. So also are the wa ters between the coastli ne and offshore
islands belonging to the same clan.
206. Some of the communities which spoke to me "vere not concerned
merely with their traditional methods of food gathering because, looking
ahead, they see the developmen t of fishing ventures as one form of com
mercial activity holding promise for them, and they fear that some of the
best areas may be fished out before they can put such ideas into practice.
207 . I n the absence of any clear-cut claims on this subject I do no more
than draw attention to it as a matter requiring careful consideration .
(d)

TOU RISTS AND VISITORS

208. One question to be determined by different Aboriginal communi
ties is whether they wish to encourage tourists to visit or stay. Even in
areas to which few tourists could be attracted, because of the costs and
time involved in getting there, Aborigines wil l need to consider pro
cedures for regulating visitors.
209. It has been made clear to me that most communities will wish to
regulate the visits of non-Aborigines to their areas and a number of
them are not at all interested in encouraging tourists. Others, particu
larly some communities in the Centre, see tourism and the sale of artifacts
as a sign ificant source of income and will probably wish to encourage
visits.
2 1 0. Except in the case of existing N ational Parks which might be h a n 
d e d over t o Aboriginal ownership, there seems t o b e no cogent reason
why Aboriginal people should not decide for themselves whether they
want tourists or other visitors on their land. I t must be remembered
however that any bans might include not only holiday makers but also
scientists, including anthropologists, archaeologists, zoologists and bot
anists.
2 1 1 . Clearly there must be some overriding authority to enter on Abo
riginal land in the case of police investigating serious crime, auditors,
government inspectors, teachers and a whole range of other persons on
official business. I note in passing that some communities would like to
have the power to deal with minor crime themselves.
2 12. Apart from persons having legitimate business with Aboriginal
commun itities, there will no doubt be many other visitors who would be
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welcome. It will therefore be necessary to devise some permit system
which does not cause unnecessary work or undue delays. Perhaps each
community could delegate to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in
Darwin or Alice Springs the discretionary power to issue permits in stated
cases, including perhaps all cases involving visits of less than 24 hours.
Only those cases which seem to present a problem need then be referred
to the community. The arrangements could be reviewed from time to
time to ensure that they were working to the satisfaction of the com
munity.
2 1 3. I have mentioned above the extstmg National Parks. The Park
which incorporates Ayers Rock and lVft Olga is one the management of
which involves large sums of money and many difficult decisions. It is
presently run at a substantial loss which is, no doubt, off-set to some ex
tent by profits earned in Alice Springs and elsewhere as a result of the
tourist-drawing power of that National Park.
2 1 4. The government has already indicated a willingness to return that
Park to Aboriginal control . At this stage I merely wish to record the
fact that there are some financial and management problems which need
to be resolved if this course is to be taken.
2 1 5. Other National Parks, which raise similar but less acute problems,
include
Finke Gorge (Palm Valley)
Simpsons Gap
Katherine Gorge
Ormiston Gorge
(e)

1 77
1 20
88
18

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

miles
miles
miles
miles

SERVICES : ROADS, \VATER, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS ETC.

Roads:

2 1 6. The government has established a policy of access-road construc
tion and maintenance for the benefit of rural industries in the Northern
Territory. These are low-standard, dry-weather roads. Consideration is
now being given to improving standards so that heavy vehicles can use
such roads in the dry season. If the improved standard is adopted, the
costs of construction in future would be $ 1 ,500-2,000 per mile and main
tenance would add a further $ 1 00-200 per mile per year. The costs of
any better standard of road, giving all-year access to the main road net
work, are expected to be borne by the enterprise requiring it. These
could be very high indeed.
2 1 7 . In many cases, particularly in Arnhem Land, if road access were
to be provided to a remote industry, the road would necessarily pass
through the country of a number of Aboriginal clans which had no con
nection with the enterprise being served. Questions of conservation of
wilderness areas would also arise. There would obviously be a need for
careful consultation before any steps were taken.
2 1 8. Such consultation would also be necessary whenever an extension
of the main road network, such as an Arnhem Land Highway, was under
consideration.
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2 1 9. One question which will have to be decided will be the right, if
any, of Aboriginal land-owners to determine the existence or the route
of roads intended to pass through their country.
Water:

220. Water supply will be of vital importance to the future develop
ment of many Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory and
more particularly in Central Australia.
22 1 . I n the arid central zone, average annual rainfall varies from about
6 to 1 5 inches, moving from south to north. Surface supplies are gen
erally unreliable and bore water is relied upon for domestic, agricultural
and pastoral purposes. Water fit for human consumption is often difficult
to find and many thousands of dollars have been spent by the governmen t
i n searching for water o n Aboriginal reserves. Water shortages are still
serious for several communities.
222. E ven in Arnhem Land large tracts of country are quite dry for
many months of the year.
223. Thus water supply could prove to be a limiting factor for many
potential settlements and commercial ventures. I t will be important to
ensure that the availability of water is fully determined before any
substantial commitments are made or much money is spent on such
developments.
224. From the viewpoints of health and fair distribution of available
supplies, particular Aboriginal communities may have to submit to some
restrictions on the way in which water is used and on activities which
could affect the quality or supply of water or cause erosion. Thus it will
be necessary to consider the relationship between the granting of Abo
riginal land rights and the Northern Territory Control of Waters Orcl
Inance.
225. The Water Supplies Development Ordinance which presently
provides for assistance in developing or improving water supplies for
pastoral or agricultural production will also require some re-considera
tion in the light of Aboriginal requirements following the granting of
land rights.
Schools) h ospitals and other public buildings:

226. It is beyond the scope of the Commission to examine the adequacy
of either hospital and nursing or teaching facilities available to Aborig
inal communities.
227 . There are, however, two problems which occur to me in this area
which do relate to the recognition of Aboriginal land rights. The first is
whether relevant government departments will seek to have any special
provision made for land on which public buildings or other structures
are erected. These might include, for example, schools, hospitals, post
offices, water storages, sewerage treatment plants, generating stations,
communication towers and lighthouses.
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22�. A preliminary question , relevant in some cases, would be whether
the Aboriginal community wished to control a facility such as a water
storage or to have the service provided by government.
229. The reaction of all commu nities to which I put such questions was
that, provided the service was for their benefit and particularly if the
area of land was small and was agreed, there would be no problems. l
do not myself see this q uestion as ra ising a n y serious ditJ1culties, but i t
does need consideration.
230. The other question, which could raise grea ter problems, a rises
from the expressed intention of many tribal or clan groups to move away
from existing settlements and back to their own coun try.
23 1 . The number of out-stations serviced by settlements has been grow
ing recently and re-awakened in terest in traditional lands is adding to
other pressures in favour of such moves; some existing communities are
clearly uncomfortably large by Aboriginal standards.
232. Howe ver, the establishment of new, small communities in remote
areas, chosen perhaps for traditional rather than practica l reasons, must
pose some problems in the provision of services. \'\'hat is the govern
ment's obligation to provide health, educational or other services in such
cases? How large and how stable does a group h ave to be before i t be
comes entitled to such services? To what extent are the leaders of such
a group entitled to decide for their families that they do not need school
ing or health services?
233. Once again I do not doubt that answers can be found to all such
questions, but they do have to be remembered when decisions are made
about the level at which land rights should be vested in Aboriginal
communities or groups, the method by which they should receive finan
cial su pport and the priorities of government expend i ture.
(f)

CONSERVAT ION

W i ld life sa n rt u a ries :

234. At present almost 1 9,000 square miles of the Northern Terri toq
are declared as wildlife sanctuaries. These are areas of reserved or un
occupied Crown Land a nd, once they have been declared, a permit is
necessary to enter them. The major sanctu aries are 'Vool"·onga, l\ I ur
ganella and Daly River, all of which are on Aboriginal reserves, and the
Cobourg Peninsula and Tanami Desert in both of wh ich Aborigines
have a considerable interest.
I V I /d life p ro tected a reas :

2 3 5 . There are 9 1 ,000 square miles of country in which wild life i s de
clared to be protected and it is an offence for anyone other than an Abo
rigine to carry a firearm or trap. This area is almost entirely made up
of Aboriginal reserves, which a re automa tically protected a reas.
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Flora and fauna

reserves:

236. These are areas reserved for the conservation, preservation and
control of the environment. They are immune from all mining activity.
The main areas so reserved are the Cobourg Peninsula (also a wildlife
sanctuary, see above) and Palm Valley, west of Alice Springs.
237. It will be seen from these descriptions that the areas of the Nor
thern Territory which are of greatest immediate interest to Aborigines
are also of primary importance for conservation purposes.
238. In particular, the northern wildlife sanctuaries are vitally impor
tant as breeding grounds, feeding areas and dry season refuges for water
birds, especially the magpie goose. It seems that the population of this
important species has steadily declined since European settlement com
menced and is still declining. This has been attributed to several fac
tors: damage to habitats by wild buffalo, a series of adverse seasons,
increased shooting by week-end and holiday shooters and extensive egg
collection by Aborigines, both for food and for sale.
2 39. Concern for the future of these and other forms of wildlife has led
to suggestions in some quarters that Aborigines, who now use cars and
rifles for hunting, should not be exempt from provisions protecting some
rare or declining species.
240. Such suggestions have been opposed on the ground that natural
foods are still an important part of the diet of many Aborigines. For
some they are vital. It is also pointed out that in some cases hunting is
an important part of ritual observances and, in any event, evidence of
Aboriginal responsibility for population decline is not very strong.
24 1 . At all events, possible conflict between Aboriginal wishes and con
servation requirements needs further consideration.

8.

M i n e ra l r i g hts

242. The terms of reference refer to the vesting of rights in reserved
lands ' including rights in minerals and timber' in an appropriate body
or bodies.
243. I assume that 'minerals' in this context include oil and gas, al
though it is doubtful if existing legislation relating to royalty payments
for the benefit of Aborigines in respect of 'mining' would be so inter
preted.
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244. The Australian Mining Industry Council has pointed out that
rights in minerals can take several different forms.
245. In the first place it could mean that the land-owner also had full
ownership of the minerals, in which case the owner could determine
whether and on what terms the minerals could be looked for and mined.
246. Secondly it could i nvolve an arrangement whereby the land-owner
was entitled to take up a part share in any mining enterprise resulting
from successful exploration.
247 . Thirdly the phrase could refer t o a n entitlement to royalty pay
ments.
248. Full ownership of minerals by Aborigines has been advocated in
some submissions made to the Commission. This would put the Abo
riginal land-owners in a position to determine whether minerals should
be looked for and, if fou nd, mined. On the other hand the same controls
could be exercised without actual ownership of minerals being vested in
Aborigines and there could be some disadvantages in such full ownership.
249. From the point of view of the Australian community, the Aust
ralian Mining Industry Council has suggested that there could be dangers
in any individual or group being able to lock up a mineral which i t
would b e in the national interest t o exploit. U nder existing mining
legislation no-one is able to do so. The government is free to permit ex
ploration and development on Crown or private lands as it sees fit. The
mining industry argues that this situation should remain. From the Abo
riginal viewpoint, an unsophisticated community wo uld obviously not
be able to develop a rnaj or asset itself and it might be persuaded by an
u nscrupulous operator to enter into an agreement which was not in its
best interest. Even an honest company would find it difficult to nego
tiate terms of a complex mining agreement with an Aboriginal commu
nity, and any independent advisers to such a community would also
find themselves in a difficult situation where very large sums of money
were involved.
250. There must also be a strong argument for saying that earnings
from minerals - which are likely to exceed greatly any other source of
commercial income for Aboriginal communities - should to some extent
be shared among all such communities. This is the effect of the existing
practice at Groote Eylandt and Nhulunbuy and it appears to be gen
erally acceptable to Aborigines i n the Territory.
25 1 . One basic question which will have to be decided is the role which
the government intends to play in mineral exploration. If the govern
ment wishes or is willing to undertake a detailed survey of mineral re
sources on Aboriginal land, that would open up some possibilities which
would not appear to apply to exploration by private enterprise. I have
in mind, for example, the calling of tenders for development of pros
pective areas. Presumably such surveys would be made only after consul
tation with Aboriginal land-owners. 'Vhether those land-owners would
have any power to veto either the surveys or resulting mineral develop
ments is a matter for further consideration.
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252. If, on the other hand, all exploration is to be left to private enter
prise then one scheme which Aborigines and other interested parties
should consider in connection with mineral rights is the following. The
Aboriginal land councils (referred to below), together with the govern
ment and the mining industry, should agree on exploration permit pay
ments and appropriate royalty payments for the different minerals likely
to be encountered, which would apply generally on Aboriginal lands in
the Territory. No doubt the government would wish to consult with
Aboriginal groups in the States, because of the precedent involved.
253. These payments should be generous from an Aboriginal viewpoint
but would have to be realistic having regard to amounts payable else
where, otherwise there might be insufficient incentive for the industry
to explore or mine Aboriginal lands. A specified part of these royalties
would go to the local community and the balance to other Aboriginal
communities. \Vhat proportion should go to the local community and
which other communities should benefit would be matters for careful
consideration.
254. The grant or refusal of an exploration licence would be a matter,
at least in the first place, for the Aboriginal land-owners. On one view
this decision should be subj ect to the right of the government to state
that the national interest required the exploration of a named area
where permission was being refused, and to grant a permit accordingly.
The other view is that the land-owners should have the final say on the
matter because, to them, this would be the ultimate test of the reality
of .their land rights.
255. In negotiating for the grant of a permit, payments would not be
in issue because these would have been fixed generally. However such
matters as the protection of sacred sites, the entitlement to a part share
in any resulting mining operation and the employment of Aboriginal
workers, should be the subj ect of negotiation before a permit was gran
ted. In these negotiations the Aboriginal community would have avail
able to it advice on legal and mining questions either from governmental
or independent sources, whichever the community preferred. I assume
that, unless other funds were available, any part share in a mining enter
prise would be purchased out of royalty payments or monies lent against
the security of future royalty payments.
256. The costs of exploration are such that I believe it must follow
that an exploration permit would involve the right to produce any min
erals discovered. This would be subject only to the protection of sacred
sites, and consultation as to employment opportunities and any plans
involving land use for mineral processing or for housing. Any reason
able requirements of the Aboriginal community on such matters would
have to be met and a method of arbitration established to deal with pos
sible disputes as to what was reasonable.
257. A scheme along these lines would seem to provide one reasonable
method of solving mineral rights problems where the project is a major
one and the mining company is solely responsible for the development.
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258. Where the project is a small one, such that it can be entirely run
by the community, I see no problems. In this case I see no reason why
the entire profits of the venture shoul� not go to the Aboriginal com
munity involved; or if the community has allowed an Aboriginal group
to run the venture in its own interest, then to that group. The arrange
ments about royalties could provide that they are only payable on pro
duction above a specified value.
259. An area in which I see many potential problems is that of the joint
venture between Aborigines and others. Some provision would be nec
essary to ensure that Aborigines were not exploited or otherwise fair
arrangements circumvented by such means. In the absence of any rele
vant submissions I am unwilling to take this question further at this
stage. Indeed further submissions are invited on the whole question of
mineral rights, including the scheme suggested above.
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Recommendations and
Suggestions

1.

Reg i onal co u n ci l s

260. It i s recommended that two Aboriginal land councils b e set u p in
the Northern Territory: one for the central region, based on Alice
Springs, and the other for the northern region, based on Darwin.
26 1 . I have given careful consideration to the question whether these
regions should be smaller or larger than I have proposed. The arguments
against a larger region, covering the whole of the Northern Territory,
are :
(a) if all communities are to be represented such a council would
be too large and unwieldy;
(b) practical difficulties of travelling arrangements and accommo
dation would be increased;
(c) because of climatic differences, there are dissimilarities in the
population density and, to some extent, in the social structures
as between north and south. This could lead to some differen
ces in solutions of land rights problems;
(d) there is a convenient dividing line which can be drawn between
larger communities having their interests in Central Australia
and those having their interests in the North. The only large
communities which appear to occupy the middle ground (Hook
er Creek and vVarrabri) are both clearly southward-looking in
their affiliations. I have assumed that the people at Wattie
Creek-Wave Hill would also prefer to be represented on the
Central Land Council but they should choose whichever they
prefer.
262.

The disadvantages of establishing smaller land council regions are :
(a) the extreme difficulty in drawing satisfactory dividing lines be
tween communities when tribal groups are divided between
several different communities, and
(b) the difficulty of providing adequate independent advice and
support for a number of regions at the same time.
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263. For these reasons I have no doubt that two separate regions should
be established in the first instance. However there is no reason why those
councils should not in the future amalgamate, or promote the establish
ment of other separate regions if they see fit to do so. In other words the
establishment of these councils should not be seen as being incapable of
amendment by the Aboriginal people themselves.
264. As to the composition of these councils, there is an obvious prob
lem of reconciling wide representation with manageable numbers. I
believe that representation should be determined by the councils them
selves, but unless and until the councils decide otherwise, I would
recommend as follows :
Central Land Council

One representative each from:
Amoonguna
Jay Creek
Hooker Creek
vVarrabri
Yuendumu
Papunya
Haasts Bluff
Areyonga
Hermanns burg
Docker River
Santa Teresa
Macdonald Downs
U topia
Tea Tree

Napperby
\Villowra
Lake Nash
Neutral Junction
Wattie Creek-Wave Hill
Amata
Ernabella
Fregon
Indulkana
Everard Park
Balgo
Warburton
Pintupi at Papunya and Yayayi
Todd River camps

Note: The reference from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs extending my field of
enquiry to include some reserves in South Australia and \Vestern Australia, arrived
too late to enable consultation with those States before this report was written.
Relevant communities have been included in this list of Central Land Council mem
bers but there are a number of other points in the report where references to the
Northern Territory should now be read as including those State reserves.

Northern Lan d Council

One representative each from:
Bathurst Island
Melville Island (Snake Bay
and Garden Point)
Croker Island
Goulburn Island
Maningrida
Kopanga
Milingimbi
Galiwinku (Elcho Island)
Lake Evella
Yirrkala
Angurugu
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Oenpelli
Beswick
Port Keats
Daly River
Bagot
Delissaville
Borroloola
Mainoru
Mudginberri
Roper Valley
Victoria River Downs
Rockhampton Downs

Northern Land Council (continued)

Umbakumba
Numbulwar
Ngukurr

Banka Banka
Brunette Downs

265. It is to be noted that such a representation makes no allowance
for the numbers in the various communities.
266. It is thought that multiple representation for larger commumues
would bring already large councils to an unworkable size and, in any
event, there will be several representatives of most major tribes and
ethnic blocs.
267. The first meeting of each council should be convened, as soon as
practicable, by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. Representatives of
each community should be chosen by the respective community councils.
In those cases where there is no such council, the representatives should
be nominated by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs after consultation
with members of the community concerned.
268. It is envisaged that the first meeting of each council would cover a
period of several days, perhaps even a week, during which there would
be a full opportunity for discussions, questions, advice and decisions.
The Department of Aboriginal Affairs should supply administrative as
sistance u nless and until the council chooses to engage its own staff. In
particular, a suitable person, not necessarily from the Department, should
be appointed to take minutes in the form of a summary of discussions.
These should be circulated promptly and in quantity to all communities
represented at the discussions. An appropriate experienced officer of the
D epartment should also be available during meeting times for consulta
tion if required.
269. I t is essential that each council should have access to independent
advice. In the first place this would be legal advice, but other consultants
would probably be required later in fields such as accountancy and busi
ness management. So far as legal advice is concerned, it is recommended
that the Attorney-General's Department be asked to retain independent
senior and j unior counsel to advise each council during its meetings and
at other times as required. It would obviously be an advantage if such
counsel had had experience in Aboriginal affairs or, failing that, in
Papua-New Guinea or Pacific Islands affairs.
270. The briefing of both senior and j unior counsel is recommended in
order to provide necessary flexibility and continuity over time. They
need not both be involved at all times.
27 1 . The Attorney-General's Department should also be asked to nom
inate two firms of solicitors to instruct counsel for these purposes.
272. The councils should, of course, be free to change their legal ad
visers at any time, the only provision being that, so long as they are being
paid from public monies, counsel retained should be admitted to prac43

tise in the High Court and that the firm of solicitors be a reasonably sub
stantial one, having all necessary facilities, and having no conflict of
interest by reason of its acting for mining or grazing interests in the Nor
thern Territory or otherwise.
273. The firms of solicitors retained would have to be prepared to take
on additional staff, if necessary, to provide the required service. D arwin
and Alice Springs agents might have to be employed for some purposes.
274. It is envisaged that all legal expenses, at least u ntil the councils
had substantial funds of their own, would be borne by the government
on the basis of reasonable solicitor and client costs.
275. It may be that, in time, a comprehensive system of legal aid for
Northern Territory Aborigines will make ad h oc arrangements such as
I have recommended unnecessary. In the meantime, I believe that such
arrangements are essential both for the proper carrying out of my task
and for further dealings which may be necessary between the Aborigines
and the government.
276. In other fields, such as agriculture, forestry and fishing it is not, in
my view, important that advice should be independent of government
sources. It may well be that the best advice available on such subjects
would be found within government departments or instrumentalities.

2.

A i d to s m al l e r g ro u ps

277. I have specifically recommended legal aid for two substantial land
councils, but this does not mean that aid should not also be available to
smaller groups in appropriate cases.
278. It would be neither practical nor helpful for all communities to be
separately represented. However any community or group which has a
special point to raise and does not wish to instruct other solicitors, should
inform the solicitors retained for the relevant land council (whose names
must be widely published for this purpose) .
279. If it i s found that the special matter can be dealt with b y the legal
advisers to the land council, without any conflict of interest with the
council itself, there will be no problem. If it is found that there is a con
flict of interest or if for some other reason separate advice is desired, then
a request for special legal aid should be made to this Commission, setting
out the circumstances in which it is felt to be necessary. This course
will also be appropriate for any community or group which disagrees
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w i th the v iews fi n a l ly ado pted by the releva n t l a nd co u n c i l a n d w ishes
to p u t a d i ffere n t view.

3.

280.

I nco rporat i o n

Jt

is

recommended

that

the

Departm e n t of Aborig i n a l

Affa i rs

shoul d p roceed with p l a n s to d r a w up a system of i n corporation for Abo
rigi n a l commun i ties and gro u ps .

No doubt the D e p a r tm e n t will have

regard to the s uggest io n s m a de in paragra phs

1 65 - 1 84:

above and to a n y

com me n ts o n those suggestions w h i c h i t m a y rece i ve . Action o n t h i s m a t
ter sho u l d n o t be d e l a yed by a w a i ti n g the fi n a l re port of th is Comm issi o n .

4.

28 1 .

Vest i ng of t i t l e

J h a ve earlier set o u t the choices open to A borigi nes i n cons ideri n g

w h a t arra ngemen ts f o r Aborigin a l ownershi p wo u ld b e s t s u i t t h e i r needs.
H av i n g now d iscu ssed these q u estions w i th ma n y d i fferen t com m u n i ties,

I

believe I have been a ble to detect a fa i rl y clear con s e n s u s o f Aborig i n a l

o p i n ion o n t h e s u bj ect.

282.

I therefore thi n k it 'ro u l d be helpful to f u r ther co n s i deration of it

i f I were to set out the o u t l i nes o f a scheme '''h ich co u l d be the subj ec t
o f f u r ther d iscussions a m o n g Aborigi n es .

I

bel ieve i t to b e e n t i re l y i n

accorda n ce w i th Aborigi n a l v iews p u t to me.

283.

I s tress however th a t this i s put forward o n ly as a s uggestion a n d

t h a t l a n d cou n ci ls, comm u n i ties, a n d other Aborigi n a l gro u ps a r e i n v i ted
to propose amendments to it or, if they w i s h , to u rge the a d o p t i o n o f
some q ui te d i fferen t a pproach .

284.

J suggest th a t ti tle to Aborigi n a l l a n d s sho u l d gen e ra l l y be vested

i n commu n i t y l a n d boa rds.

These boards wo u ld con s i s t of represen ta 

t ives chosen by a comm u n i ty, or by severa l comm u n i ties j o i n t l y , f o r the
p u r pose and wou l d be i n corpora ted u nder special legi s l a t io n .

J t would

be for each comm u n i ty to decide 'rh ether the board wo u ld be i d e n t ica l
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with its community council and whether it should exercise any local
government powers or conduct any business enterprises on the land.
These decisions would determine under which part or parts of the in
corporating act the board would be registered and what rules it would
have to observe.
285. It is suggested, however, that each community ought to try to
achieve a balance of older and younger people on its board and give at
tention to representation from the different clans holding land in the
community area.
286. Before seeking title to a defined area of land, the community would
have to negotiate with existing neighbouring communities to secure their
consent to its proposed boundaries. These boundaries should consist, so
far as possible, of straight lines on a map. In some cases, neighbouring
communities may wish to join together for land-owning purposes.
287. Any disagreements should, so far as possible, be ironed out by fur
ther negotiations. It is anticipated that agreement will be reached in
most if not all cases, particularly since neither communi�y will be able
to secure title to its land until such agreement has been reached.
288. If provision is to be made for the compulsory settlement of boun
dary disputes, it would take the form of a specially constituted tribunal,
arrangements for private arbitration, or a decision by the regional land
council.
289. I suggest that all such matters should go to the land council in the
first place, with an appeal lying to a special tribunal at least in some
cases; for example, those in which the land council is itself interested or
where a denial of natural j ustice is alleged.
290. It is suggested that any areas which cannot properly be claimed by
an existing community (such as vacant reserves and perhaps some parts
of the Central reserves) should be vested in the appropriate regional
land council. The same cou ld apply to areas which cannot for a time be
vested in communities because of delay in agreement as to boundaries.
For example, it might be convenient to vest the whole of the Arnhem
Land Reserve in the Northern Land Council in the first instance.
29 1 . The system would have t_o provide for transfer of title from a land
council to a community board and from one community board to an
other. The typical case in which a transfer between communities could
occur would be one in which a more recently established community
wished to become independent of a parent community. It is suggested
that title should only be granted to firmly established communities.
292. The question already outlined as to the best method of settling
disputes arises again in the case of a dispu te between a new and an old
community about the right of the new community to separate title.
293. I t is assumed that the system of community titles, suggested to
satisfy the requirements of both European and Aboriginal law, would
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not cut across Aboriginal respect for the views of the owners and mana
gers of any particular piece of land as to th e use of that land.
294. As to the form which title should take, it has been urged on me
in a number of submissions that it should not be different from that
generally available to other Australians. In the case of the Northern
Territory, this would mean some form of leasehold title.
295. However I am satisfied that this is not a workable solution. A lease
for a term of years would not satisfy either the announced intentions of
the government or the expectations of the Aborigines. Further, the
I.L.O. Convention No. 1 07 of 1 957 speaks in terms of 'the right of
ownership'. I can see no advantage in a perpetual lease and it would
certainly be a confusing concept for Aborigines.
296. On the other hand it does not seem to me, as at present advised, to
be appropriate to speak of freehold title. In the first place, it seems that
title must be communal and incapable of sale or mortgage. It must,
however, be capable of voluntary transfer between communities. Pro
vision for u nwilling transfer would also seem to be necessary where one
community establishes a better claim than another to a particular piece
of land. Perhaps regional land councils should have power to resume
disputed areas.
297. These considerations seem to point to the need for a special system
of land-holding by registration which could perhaps be known as Abo
riginal Title. The rights and duties attaching to it would be set out in
the Act which provided for such registration. This could be done partly
in terms and partly by reference to particular Acts and Ordinances which
would apply to such ownership. In this way, any doubts as to the applic
ability of laws relating to water control or bushfire prevention, for ex
ample, could be resolved, along with all questions affecting right of entry.
298. I envisage that title would be given in the first instance by a grant
from the Crown of a defined area of land to an incorporated Aboriginal
council or community. The grant would be registered by an officer ap
pointed for the purpose as registrar of Aboriginal titles. He could
perhaps be the same person as the registrar of Aboriginal corporations.
Thereafter, any transfers between corporations would require registra
tion to be effective. The registrar would have to satisfy himself that the
proper consents to such transfers had been obtained or, in the event of
dispute, that the matter had been ruled upon by the proper authority.
The whole system would be under the control of an appropriate Federal
Court. Perhaps leases should be similarly registered and controlled.
299. Communities holding Aboriginal title to land would presumably
be free to give leases over part of that land to Aborigines or Aboriginal
groups. It is suggested that such leases should be permitted only for
limited periods but renewable by agreement. Otherwise there is a danger
that mistakes might be made in early years, due to inexperience, which
would not be remediable for a long time.
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300. It will have to be decided whether leases will in future be permit
ted to non-Aborigines or to companies or partnerships in wh ich n on
Aborigines are involved. If so, there would seem to be a case for some
supervision to ensure that a board, inexperienced in such matters, is not
entering into an unfavourable bargain. There could be a req uiremen t
o f approval by, for example, the regional land board.
30 1 . It is suggested that there should be no right for any i ndividual,
or any group not established as a separate community, to obtain any
title better than a lease. If a different view is taken in the fu ture, legis
lation could then be in troduced to provide for it.

5.

Fu rt h e r s u b rr1 i ss i o n s

302. I t has already been made clear that the main purpose of this re
port has been to stimulate consideration and discussion of, and invite
submissions on, the issues to which the report draws atten tion .
3 0 3 . In order that the work o f the Commission should not b e unneces
sarily delayed, it is asked th at all further written submissions and requests
for an opportunity to make oral submissions, should be i n the hands of
the Commission by 30 September next.
304. This does not apply to Aboriginal land councils or communiti es,
who could not be expected to meet that time limit.
305. In view of the time which will necessarily be taken in reta1mng
legal advisers and arranging meetings I do not feel able to lay down any
time limit for such submissions. No doubt the councils and communities
will themselves see the advantages in concluding the work of this Com
mission as soon as possible.
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Summary

This summary is wri tten mainly for the Aboriginal people of the Nor
thern Territory. I hope that it will be translated into Aboriginal lang
uages and that all members of community councils will see copies of it.
1. I recommend to the government that it should set up two Abo
riginal land councils for the Northern Territory. The Northern Land
Council should meet in Darwin and the Central Land Council should
meet in Alice Springs.
2. After their first meetings, the councils should decide for them
selves where their members should come from, although they should try
not to have too many members. For the first meetings there should be
one representative from each of the following places :
Northern Land Council

Bathurst Island
Melville Island (Snake Bay
and Garden Point)
Croker Island
Goulburn Island
Maningrida
Kopanga
Milingimbi
Galiwinku (Elcho Island)
Lake Evella
Yirrkala
Angurugu
Umbakumba
Numbulwar
Ngukurr
Oenpelli
Beswick
Port Keats
Daly River
Bagot
Delissaville
Borroloola

Cen tral Lan d Coun cil

Amoonguna
Jay Creek
Hooker Creek
vVarrabri
Yuendumu
Papunya
Haasts Bluff
Areyonga
Hermanns burg
Docker River
Santa Teresa
Macdonald Downs
U topia
Tea Tree
Napper by
vVillowra
Lake Nash
Neutral J unction
\Vattie Creek-\'Vave Hill
Amata
Ernabella
Fregon
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North ern Land Council
(con tinued)

Mainoru
Mudginberri
Roper Valley
Victoria River Downs
Rockhampton Downs
Banka Banka
Brunette Downs

Cent ral Land Council
(con tinued)

Indulkana
Everard Park
Balgo
Warburton
Pintupi at Papunya
and Yayayi
Todd River camps

3. I recommend that the government arrange and pay for indepen
dent legal advice for each land council.
4. Each council, when it meets, should think and talk about the
suggestions and questions which are written down in this summary. Care
ful notes of the talks should be taken so that each Aboriginal community
will know all about the meetings.
5. When the council members have reached agreement on the mat
ters they are talking about, they should ask their lawyers to tell this Com
mission or the government what they would like to see done. Some
things would be for this Commission to hear and other things might be
for the government to hear.
6. If any community does not agree with the things the land coun
cils decide, its council should say so and, if it wants to have advice from
a lawyer of its own, it should ask this Commission for help.
7. The suggestions I make about land rights are, I believe, in line
with the wishes of the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory. But
if I am wrong about this it is important for the land councils to say so.
8. I suggest that Aboriginal land should be owned by the different
Aboriginal communities. This seems clearly to be the right answer for
places like Yuendumu, Hermannsburg, Amoonguna, Warrabri and the
Tiwi people of Bathurst and Melville Islands.
9. In other cases, particularly in Arnhem Land and in the Central
Reserves, I suggest that representatives of the different communities now
begin talking to other neighbouring communities - as they are already
doing in some places - about boundary lines. Where necessary, the De
partment of Aboriginal Affairs should arrange transport for this purpose.
1 0. It seems likely that in some cases two or three communities will
want to be together for land-owning purposes. This is something for the
communities to decide for themselves.
1 1 . In the case of any Aboriginal land which is unoccupied, or
where it is hard to decide on boundaries, I suggest that an Aboriginal
land council (either Northern or Central ) should be the owner to begin
with.
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1 2. Only the older and stronger communities should be land-owners
at first. As new communities become stronger they should be able to ask
for and own their own land.
1 3. Any difficulties about boundaries should be discussed at land
council meetings. Boundaries should follow the general lines of the
country owned by the clans living in each community, but they should
be drawn as straight lines on a map, or follow rivers, as far as possible.
1 4. Each community or group of communities should choose leaders
to be a land board for their land. I suggest that there should be some
younger people and some older people on these boards and that the dif
ferent clans should be fairly represented. Each community should decide
whether it wants i ts land board to be the same as its community council
or separate.
1 5 . I suggest that, when they have been set up and the land has been
handed over to them, the land boards should decide all questions about
tourists and visitors, mining exploration, leases for Aborigines and per
mission for forestry or cattle grazing or farming. Whether the boards
should actually be in charge of any business on the land, such as market
gardening, cattle grazing, forestry or fishing, would be a matter for each
community to decide.
1 6 . I expect that each board would talk to the clan owners and
managers of a particular piece of land before making any decision affect
ing it. In most cases one or more of those owners would be on the board
anyway.
1 7 . So far as mmmg leases and royalties are concerned, I suggest
that the government and the land councils and the mining industry
should agree on the amounts to be paid in all cases for exploration
licences and by way of royalties if mining takes places. The land coun
cils should consider what proportion of royalties should go to the local
community and how the rest should be distributed.
1 8 . Each land board would be free to discuss, with any company
wanting to explore or mine its land, questions of employment of Abo
rigines, having a share in the mining venture and the protection of sac
red sites.
1 9. Unless the government decides that it must make the final de
cision, each land board would be free to refuse permission for mining
companies to look for minerals. But if a land board gave permission for
exploration, it would have to agree to mining if minerals were found. It
could make agreements for the protection of sacred sites and about the
place where any houses or factories should be built.
20. The two land councils should, as soon as possible, consider what
they think ought to be done about
(a) leasing of Aboriginal land to non-Aborigines;
(b) unoccupied Crown lands;
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(c) public reserves other than Aboriginal reserves;
(d) pastoral leases;
(e) fishing rights.
21.
about

So far as pastoral leases are concerned, the councils should think
(a) the government buying some cattle stations for Aborigines;
(b) the government arranging for Aborigines to have their own
land on some other cattle stations;
(c) the rights of Aborigines to visit and hunt on cattle stations;
(d) the payment of cattle station lease moneys to Aborigines,
and
(e) the protection of sacred sites on cattle stations.

22. The land councils should also discuss the whole question of land
rights for Aborigines living in towns.
23. In this summary I have set out only the most urgent and impor
tant matters for Aboriginal communities and land councils to consider.
I rely on community councillors, legal advisers, officers of the Department
of Aboriginal Affairs and mission staffs to draw attention to other mat
ters in the body of this report which may be relevant in particular cases.
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Appendix I

A bo ri g i n a l Rese rves

Date of first
pro clama tion of
major part

Presen t
area

\VONGOAK (Bathurst Island)

1912

800 s q miles

869

lVIELVILLE ISLAND,
BUCHANAN ISLAND and
other islands within 3 nautical
miles of lVIelville Island .

1 94 1

2,200 s q miles

353

BACOT

1 938

57 acres

466

\VOOLvVONGA (new) .

1 968

1 95 sq miles

Nil

\VANGITES (Wagait) .

1 963

550 sq miles

Nil

DALY RIVER (including
Peron Islands)

1 963

5,200 sq miles

738

l\IARANBOY

1 923

ARNHElVI LAN D

1931

37, 1 00 sq miles

6,630

BES\VICK

1 953

1 ,3 1 5 sq miles

517

CATF1SH (Hooker Creek)

1 948

845 sq miles

407

\VARRABRI

1 960

1 70 sq miles

629

YUENDUlVI U

1 952

850 sq miles

886

JAY CREEK

1 945

1 1 6 sq miles

1 78

Al\IOONGUNA

1 96 1

SOU TH \VESTERN
RESERVE (R. l 028)
(Petermann Ranges Area,
Haasts Bluff Reserve and
Papunya)

1 920

G

Popula tion

acres

1 ,2 1 0 acres

44,ROO sq miles

258

1 ,680
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There is doubt about the status of the following seven reserves, none
of which appear to have Aborigines living on them :
WOOLNER

1 892

MANASS IE

1 892

LARAKEAH

1 892

WOOLWONGA (old)

1 892

MALLAE .

1 892

WARRAMUNGA

1 892

MUDBURRA

1 909
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Appendix I I

Desc ri pt i ve N otes of s o m e A bo rig i n al Com m u n ities

BATHURST AND MELVILLE ISLANDS
History :

The history of the three communities living at Bathurst Island and at
Snake Bay and Garden Point is inter-related.
In June 1 9 1 1 , Father Francis Xavier Gsell, M.S.C. built a mission sta
tion on the south-east corner of Bathurst Island. By 1 9 1 6 the mission
had increased its staff to include two French priests and several nuns
and some Filipino workmen. For the next 20 years or so the Bathurst
Island Mission was the only permanent European establishment in the
Bathurst and Melville Islands area. During this time Japanese pearlers
visited the islands and in about 1 935 their base for contact with the Tiwi
was in the Garden Point region. In 1 939 the government founded a
ration depot at Garden Point. A problem had arisen concerning the
number of part-Japanese children born to Tiwi women in the Garden
Point area. As a result in 1 940 a new Catholic Mission was established to
care for these children at Garden Point. Later in the same year the gov
ernment ration centre was removed to Snake Bay. Garden Point has
now also reverted to departmental control.
In recent years there has been some movement by Tiwi people from
Snake Bay and Bathurst Island to Garden Point.
1.

BATHURST ISLAND

Miss ion lease

The present lease was granted to the Catholic Church of the Diocese of
Darwin over an area of land being 1 0,000 acres, situated in the south-east
corner of Bathurst Island Aboriginal Reserve. This lease was previously
held by it under a Mission lease under the title of The Roman Catholic
Mission Society at Bathurst Island, for the purpose of Mission work. The
lease commenced on 28 September, 1 952 and is for a term of 21 years.
Population ( 1 97 1 Census)
Male

Female

Total

403

466

869
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European staff

There is a total of 30 which includes 8 trained nurses, one mothercraft
nurse, store-manager, schoolteachers (including pre-school teacher), me
chanic, builder, carpenter, welder, painter, brick-maker and an adminis
trative staff.
Medical facilities

In addition to a hospital there is an out-patient clinic. The medical
facilities are run by 8 nurses, 2 nuns and 23 Aboriginal assistants.
School

Pre-school
8 Aboriginal girl assistants
Girls school - 250 enrolments, I 5 Aboriginal assistants
Boys school - 4 Aboriginal assistants.
Employment

6 men working under contract to the Timber Company.
6 men employed at Pickertaramoor by Forestry Department.
Subsistence fishing.
3 self-employed artists and two receiving training.
I6 women employed by sewing centre which produces garments for
sale on Darwin market.
9 women - handicraft.
6 men - brickyard.
6 men - welding.
I4 men - carpentry.
5 men - general building.
I 0 men - market garden.
6 women - kitchen.
4 men - bakery.
5 clerical assistants.
IO assistants - canteen.
IO assistants - store.
Pensions and endowment

87 - includes invalid and old age pensions.
I40 - in receipt of child endowment.
Wages

300 - receiving tra1nmg allowances : $ I 3,000 per fortnight.
I I - receiving award wages : $800 per week.
Housing

The Housing Association, an incorporated body, Is at present building
a number of two-room houses.
Water

Obtained from three bores.
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2.

GARDEN POINT

AI iss ion

lease

A lease which commenced on 1 9 .May 1 94 1 and expired on 1 8 :May 1 962
was granted to the Catholic lVIission Church Diocese of Darwin. The
lease covered an area of 1 33 square miles.
Pop u la t ion

(as at 4 June 1 973) : 203.
E u ropean staff

There is a non-Aboriginal staff of 10 which includes : 2 clerical assistants,
2 primary school teachers, one pre-school teacher, one carpenter, one
mechanic and one hospital sister.
A1edical facilities

At present the hospital is waiting the arrival of a triple certificate nurse,
after which time simple maternity cases will not be sent to Darwin, as
they are at present.
Sch ool
90 enrolments. Two teachers, with 2 Aboriginal assistants. Level Is to

6th grade standard.
Ernploymen t

Assistants in carpentry, the mechanic's shop, general maintenance and
air-strip work, the market-garden and nursing. There is more than
enough work to meet the labour demand. All receive training allowances.
Pensions a n d endow rnen t
14
- old age pensions
invalid pensions
8
22-25 - in receipt of child endowment.
-

Ho using

A Housing Association has recently been incorporated.
There are 14 brick houses and 6 timber houses which are occupied
by approximately 1 60 people. About 40 people are living in tin huts in
the 'old camp' area.
H'a ter

\Vater is obtained from local springs, which provide an adequate supply.
Progress Association

The Progress Association runs the counter-store. There are four non
Aborigines on the Association, tvw of vdwm act as Secretary and Treas
urer, ancl two as commi ttee members. However none h;we any voting
power.
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The Progress Association is also responsible for the Social Club and
has committees for the organisation of various activities.
Police station

A police station is to be built which will station 2 officers.
Market garden

There is a current proposal before the Progress Association regarding an
extension of the market-garden. At present the garden covers 8 acres and
i t is proposed to increase this to 1 4 acres in order to make the community
self-sufficient and eventually to sell produce on the Darwin market. The
finance required for this scheme is estimated at $30,000.
Tourism

The community sees Garden Point as the centre of any tourist activity
that might be encouraged in the Bathurst and Melville Islands area. D ay
trips from Darwin are the most likely form of tourist activity.
3.

SNAKE BAY

Population

(as at 4 June 1 973) : 240.
European staff

10
4
4
2

employed by Department of Aboriginal Affairs
employed by Forestry Department
teachers
nursing sisters.

Medical facilities

There is a 1 2-bed hospital with a maternity ward, however most mater
nity cases are sent to Darwin. The hospital is run by 2 sisters and a doc
tor calls every 5 to 6 weeks.
School

72 enrolments. Level is to 6th grade standard and there are 2 male and
2 female teachers with one Aboriginal assistant.
Employment

20 employed by Forestry Department on full award wages
65 in receipt of training allowances. Of these,
10 employed at timber-mill and others assist in work-shop, store and
general maintenance work.
Pensions and endowment

30 - old age pensions
2 - invalid pensions
Approximately 40 in receipt of child endowment.
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Housing

There are 36 transitional timber houses consisting of 2 rooms, 8 timber
houses with bath-room and bedroom, and approximately 12 people liv
ing in traditional camp structures.
Water

Shortage of water is a problem. The present supply is from bores and
tanks. There is a program to up-grade the water supply by a new reser
voir to be built next year.
Store

The store is self-service and is run by the superintendent's wife. It has
a turn-over of approximately $ 1 00,000 per annum.
$2,000 worth of artifacts were sold last year through the store.

G roote E y l a n d t

I.

ANGURUGU

H istory :

The Church Missionary Association had been active since 1 908 in Arn
hem Land. It was the policy of the C.M.A. to establish further missions
when this became practicable. As a result of this policy the Groote Ey
landt Mission was established in I 92 I at Emerald River.
I nitially the Mission's main concern was to take care of part-Aborig
ines at this station. After I 930 the policy was to care for all Aborigines
living on Groote Eylandt. In I 943 the Emerald River Mission was moved
to Angurugu. A Mission lease was granted to the C.M.S. for a term of
2 I years commencing on I October I 946. The area covered 200 square
miles.
Popula tion ( 1 97 1 Census)
Male

Female

Total

262

289

55 I

European s taff

A total of 30 staff which includes I I teachers and 3 nurses.
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Sch ool

Pre-school - 56
Primary
- 1 32
Post-primary - 26
Approximately 20 children attend the Alyangula school.
Employment

Two industrial sources of employment on Groote are the Groote Eylandt
Mining Co. Pty Ltd (GEMCo), and a prawn factory owned by Collin
Kyokuyo Fishing Co. GEMCo employs approximately 45 men and the
prawn factory employs 30 women. There are about 10 men performing
contract work, the market garden employs 4, the workshop 4 and hos
pital 8.
Pensions and endowmen t
1 6 - old age pensions
15 - invalid pensions
4 - widows pensions
1 03 - in receipt of child endowment.
lVages

As at 4 June 1 973, 83 people were on training allowances receiving total
wages per fortnight of $5,234.50, and 10 were employed doing contract
work.
Housing

About one-third of the Aboriginal population live in European-type
housing. The remainder mainly live in structures '\'ith timber frames.
bark walls and galvanised iron roofs.
2.

U MBAKUMBA

History :

From 1 958- 1 966 the settlement at Umbakumba was managed by the
Church Missionary Society. After that time it came under departmental
control.
Pop u la tion ( 1 97 1 Census)
Male

Fem a le

Tota l

1 48

1 62

310

Pensions and Endowment
1 2 - old age pensions
7 - widows pensions
59 - in receipt of child endowment.
lVages

As at 20 December 1 972 there was a total of 90 adult workers, all of whom
were receiving training allowances.
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Y i r r ka l a
History :

In 1 932 some Japanese fishermen were killed in Caledon Bay. Three
members of an investigating party sent the following year were also killed.
The Methodist l\!Iission sought an opportunity to prevent a recurrence of
such incidents and in 1 935 a lVfission was established at Yin·kala.
Popu la tion
Male

Fema le

Total

378

378

756

European staff

There is a total staff of 41 which includes 13 teachers appointed by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, 2 hospital sisters from the Health
Department, 22 members of the United Church, and 4 brick-workers.
j\fedical facilities

The Health Department has supplied a Health Centre with a dispensary,
and a doctor visits every Monday.
Sch ool

The staff include a headmaster, deputy head, pre-school teacher and
primary teachers.
Pre-school
58 enrolments
Primary
- 272 enrolments
Post-primary - 53 enrolments.
Employ m en t

Approximately 30% o f adult males are employed. There are 1 30 persons
receiving training allowances, 6 employed in the laundry, 12 at the brick
works, 3 at the hospital, 1 as a police tracker, G at Dhupuma College, G
in the market garden and a number as school assistants and general
maintenance workers. There are no Aborigines directly employed by
Nabalco.
J!Vages a n d pensions
$4,000 per fortnight is paid in wages.
32 in receipt of pensions (comprising invalid and old age pensions).
1 50-200 women in receipt of child endowment.
Housing

There are 3 types of housing provided. At Stage I there are 26 houses
built consisting of an unlined fibro-walled structure; at Stage 2 there are
15 houses which offer an improvement on the Stage 1 type of house,
having lined walls; and at Stage 3 there are 2 1 houses which are a larger
version of the Stage 2 constructions. The maj ority of people live in the
Stage 1 constructions. There are also some living in a beachcamp.
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Water

Water supply is not a problem as there is an adequate supply from the
Yirrkala Creek.
Social club

There is no social club as such, but sporting activities are organised on
a regular basis between the Yirrkala and Nhulunbuy communities.
Store

The store is run under the direction of a European manager and is pa
tronised by the people from Nhulunbuy as well as the Yirrkala commu
nity. It provides the main outlet for artifact production. The monthly
turn-over in the store is approximately $30,000, the profit from which
goes to the Town Council.
The Dha n b u l Community A ssociation

The Dhanbul Community Association was incorporated for the purpose
of receiving the royalties from the bauxite mining by Nabalco and also
the profits from the brickworks. The executive of the Association con
sists of 6 men and 5 women. The Association decides on the allocation
of the monies received.
Market garden

There is an extensive market garden producing a variety of vegetables
and tropical fruits, including bananas, papaws, and pineapples. The
produce is sold through the store at Yirrkala, Woolworths at Nhulunbuy,
and some bananas are sold on the Darwin market.

M i l i ng i m bi
History :

A Mission lease was granted to the Methodist Overseas .Mission Trust
Association commencing on 2 1 December 1 945, for a term of 21 years.
An area of 8 1 square miles was covered by the lease, including the Croco
dile Islands. The mission was first established at Milingimbi but in 1 962
it was recommended to move the site to Ramangining on the mainland.
At present at Ramangining there is one house occupied by a Fij ian who
has established a 40 acre garden.
Population ( 1 97 1 Census)
Male

Female

Total

37 1

395

7 66

European staff

There are 1 8 staff members appointed by the Methodist Mission, 3 of
whom are at Nungalala, and 1 5 teachers appointed by the Department
of Aboriginal Affairs, 2 of whom are at Nungalala.
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Hospital and sch ool

A matron and 2 sisters run the hospital. There are 300 children enrolled
at school. At Nungalala there are 69 children enrolled.
Employment

There is a total of 1 64 people employed of whom 1 20 receive a training
allowance. Of the total number of people employed, 3 1 are working at
Nungalala.
Wages
$7,000-$7,500 per fortnight.
Pensions and endowmen t
58 - includes invalid and old age pensions
1 30 - in receipt of child endowment.
In addition there are 20 women at Nungalala receiving child endowment.
O u tstations

On the mainland there is a major outstation at Nungalala which at the
time of the Commission's visit had a population of 250-300 people. A
primary factor in the drift to outstations is the water shortage at Milin
gimbi and the existence of conditions more favourable to economic ex
pansion on the mainland.

Man i ngrida
History :

Maningrida was established in 1 957 as a medical, control and trading
centre for Aborigines living in the Liverpool-Blyth River area. The
function of the settlement was restricted in its early stage to providing
training and medical services for the general area.
Popu lation ( 1 97 1 Census)
Male

Female

Total

573

515

1 088

European staff

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs employs 1 2 people, the Forestry
Department 1 5 , the Health Department 6 people and there are 1 8
teachers. 2 police officers are permanently stationed a t lVIaningrida and
other Europeans are employed by the Progress and Housing Associations.
Sch ool
200 enrolments.
Employment
1 40- 1 60 - receiving training allowances
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20 - employed by Forestry Department and receiving award

wages
1 4 - employed by Housing Association and receiving award

wages
30 - self-employed producing craft work.
Housing

The Department of Aboriginal Affairs has built 24 houses and the Hous
ing Association during the past 2 years has built 16 addition al houses.
There are 45 people living in 'self-help' housing.
Wa ter s upply

Water shortage is a serious problem. The water
Maningrida from Cadell Gardens.

IS

piped 25 miles to

O u tstations

At the time of the Commission's visit there were approximately 300
people living at a number of outstations. The outstations having the
largest number of people were Kopanga, Guyun and Cadell Gardens. It
is understood that quite large numbers of people have moved out into
the bush since the Commission's visit.
H e r m a n n s b u rg
History :

I n 1 875 the Lutheran community i n Adelaide decided to organise an
evangelical mission to work among the Aboriginal people. As a result
the Mission was established at Hermanns burg in 1 87 7 . Originally assis
tance was provided in the way of care for the sick and the aged. By 1 894
under the leadership of Reverend C. Strehlow full-scale mission work was
undertaken.
At present the Mission holds a Special Purposes Lease which com
menced on 7 October 1 965, and is for a term of 2 1 years. The lease which
is over an area of 1 ,470 square miles was granted for the purpose of
caring for, protecting, maintaining, training and educating Aborigines.
Popu la tion
Ma le

Fema le

Tota l

287

308

595

E uropean staff

There are 8 teachers, 2 nurses and 13 other staff.
School

A total of 230 enrolments which comprise :
Pre-school - 40
- 1 40
Primary
Post-primary - 50
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Hospital

The hospital has 8 beds. There is treatment of out-patients on a daily
basis.
Employ m e n t

There are 1 08 people employed. Of these 1 04 people receive training
allowances.
Pensions and endowmen t

6 1 - old age pensions
5 - invalid pensions
1 1 6 - in receipt of child endowment
vVages

$6,206.35 per fortnight.
Ho using

Approximately 40% of the Aboriginal population live in European-type
houses and 60% live in two-roomed galvanised-iron structures.
Water

'Vater is obtained from 3 bores and a spring.
Social clu b a n d store

Both the social club and the store are managed by the :Mission. The
approximate monthly turnover of the store is $ 1 6,690.
Santa Te res a
History :

The Catholic JVIission in 1 935 established the Little Flower :Mission in
Alice Springs which provided a school for the Aboriginal children in
the town. In 1 945 when the Army was directed to move the Aboriginal
population from Alice Springs, the l\!I ission was given the choice of mov
ing to Hermannsburg or to some other site allotted by the Government.
The l\!Iission opted for a place other than Hermannsburg so they were
sent to Arltunga. After the war, Bishop O'Loughlin approached the
Government for a pastoral block with the intention of raising cattle
so that the Mission might become self-sufficient. Subsequently, a Mission
lease was granted to the Catholic Church of the Diocese of Darwin I n
corporated, for the purposes of mission work amongst and for the benefit
of the Aboriginal natives of the Northern Territory. This lease at Santa
Teresa commenced on I March 1 952, and was for a term of twenty-one
years. It covers an area of 480 square miles.
Popu la tion (from 1 97 1 Census)
j\;fa le

Female

Tota l

243

243

486
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European staff

There is a staff of 27 consisting of the Mission Superintendent, 3 bro
thers, 6 nuns and 17 lay members.
The teaching staff of 8 includes 4 nuns and 4 lay teachers.
The present hospital is run by one nun (triple certificate nurse) and
2 European assistants. A doctor from Alice Springs visits every 4 to 5
weeks.
Hospital

A new hospital building has recently been completed and it is antici
pated that it will commence functioning in September when it is fully
equipped. At present any cases involving operations or intensive care
are taken to Alice Springs for treatment.
School

200 children are enrolled at the school. A sports ground is available for
physical education and there are sewing and craft rooms within the
school building. Traditional stone carving is taught from time to time
by an Aboriginal craftsman. Pottery classes are to commence shortly.
Employment

Of the total population at the Mission, 1 40 are employed.
The Mission has a market garden, which employs 4 persons, a bakery,
brick-field and work-shop. General maintenance work is available such
as rubbish collection and, for the women, laundry and sewing. The hos
pital employs 10 assistants, 6 or 7 persons are employed as stockmen,
and 4 as carpenters. There are 20 men working on building houses.
Wages and pensions

There are 30 persons receiving pensions. Approximately $7,000 per fort
night is paid in wages.
Housing

There are 2 major housing areas; a stone village which can house ap
proximately 400 persons; and tin constructions in an area known as East
Side which can house approximately 200 persons. Many people have
requested better housing, and so far 3 houses have been constructed for
Aboriginal families. It is hoped that the number of houses will be in
creased to 7 5 over the next few years.
Water supply

There are 2 water bores which are adequate for present purposes, but
new bores are being explored.
Social club

The social club is run by a lay European and its activities include or
ganising Boys Club and Girls Club evenings. The counter-store is run
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by a missionary brother. Tourism is not encouraged by the 1\!Iission and
there is no artifact production for a commercial market.
Cattle

There is a European farm manager with two Aboriginal head stockmen.
About 300 head of cattle are run and about 50 horses have been bred.

Yuen d u m u
History :

The community at Yuendumu began 1n 1946 as a ration depot for the
Wal piri in the area.
Population ( 1 97 1 Census for Yuendumu and Lake 1\!Iackay)
Male

Female

Total

417

469

886

Eur·opean staff

There is a total staff of 35 which includes 1 4 teachers and 5 nurses.
Hospital

The hospital has 8 beds and is equipped to handle 8 in-patients (exclu
ding meals) and approximately 200 out-patients on a daily basis.
School

Enrolments consist of:
Pre-school - 54
Primary - 1 4 1
Secondary - 5 5
Employment

There are approximately 260 people employed on training allowances.
3 Aborigines are employed as staff members. Opportunities for employ
ment include the market garden, hospital, school, work shop, kitchen,
mine, cattle, and municipal work.
Pensions and endowment

2 1 - old age
9 - invalid
60 - in receipt of child endowment
Housing

There are no Aborigines living in European-type houses. There have
been built 93 'Stage 1 Aboriginal houses' of a rudimentary structure and
4 Stage 2 houses, being an improvement on the Stage 1 type. Other
housing consists of various types of temporary dwellings constructed
from iron sheeting, canvas and branches.
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Water

At present the community is supplied with water from one bore. 3 addi
tional bores have been drilled, but are not functioning as yet.
Socia l club and store

The social club is responsible to an executive committee which consists
of a senior and j unior president, a vice-president and 7 committee mem
bers including the superintendent. At least 3 of the committee members
are required to be Aborigines.
The social club runs the super-market which is u nder the control of
a European manager with a European assistant. It has a wide range of
groceries, clothing and hardware items. The approximate monthly turn
over is $27,000.
Pap u n ya
History :

The settlement at Papunya began in 1 959 and was officially opened in
1 960. Its purpose at that time was to maintain Aborigines from Haasts
Bluff and surrounding areas. Its function has now been extended to
provide training in employment.
Pop u la tion ( 1 97 1 Census for Haasts Bluff Reserve and Papunya)
Male

Fema le

Tota l

655

662

1317

European staff

There i s a total of 3 2 which includes 1 2 teachers, 7 nurses, and 1 3 staff
members consisting of administrative personnel, social club employees
and mission workers. In addition there are 6 part-Aboriginal staff mem
bers. 2 police officers are stationed at Papunya.
Hospita l

There i s a 7-bed hospital with a n out-patient clinic. The hospital takes
care of simple maternity cases, infant- and child-care and home-nursing.
Sch ool

As at 6 April 1973 enrolments consisted of:
Pre-school - 83
Primary - 143
Secondary - 6 1
Employment

6 men - livestock and market garden.
12 men - workshop.
1 5 people - hospital.
There are approximately 1 70 people, including training personnel.
who are engaged in other employment.
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Pensions and endowmen t

64 - includes invalid and old age pensions
1 90 - in receipt of child endowment.
TVages

Approximately $9,000 per fortnight

IS

paid

m

wages.

Housing

About 50% of the Aboriginal population live in houses consisting of a
single room and a verandah, 49% live in camps and 1 % live in Euro
pean-type housing.
vVater

At present there are 5 bores, but adequate water supply is a problem and
3 more bores are to be equipped this year.
Socia l club and store

The social club is managed by a European who is responsible to a com
mittee. The social club organises films, recreation activities, the promo
tion of economic projects, the 3-unit motel. In addition the social club
runs the store which had a turn-over in .May of this year of $25,600.

Doc ke r R i ve r
History :

I n 1 968 the Northern Territory ,,Velfare Branch established a settlement
at Docker River, which is situated in the Petermann Reserve. Its aims
'vere to relieve the over-crowding at some of the other settlements and
to provide a permanent settlement for those people who moved regularly
between Areyonga, Amata and Ernabella.
Pop u lation ( 197 1 Census for Petermann Reserve)
Ma le

Fem a le

Tota l

1 86

177

363

There is a great deal of movement of people m this area and so
population figures fluctuate. The maximum number of people at the
settlement at any one time is approximately 600.
E uropean staff

There is a total staff of 9 consisting of 2 teachers, one nurse, 4 Depart
ment of Aboriginal Affairs officers, and 2 social-club officers.
Education a n d medica l facilit ies

There is a school and a clinic on the site, both of which are held in large
caravans.
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Employment

General maintenance work, market gardening, and artifact production
is available. As at I I May 1 97 3 there were 56 people employed.
Pensions and endowment

As at 1 1 May 1 9 7 3 :
5 1 - in receipt o f pensions; $ 1 ,054 per week
65 - in receipt of child endowment; $59 1 per month
Wages

Average payroll per fortnight : $3, 1 98. 1 3.
Housing

There is only one European-type house. The settlement consists of cara
vans and mobile metal structures. Most of the Aboriginal population
live in traditional-type structures in camps.
Water

The water supply is adequate at present, and there are plans to increase
supplies by operating 2 new bores.
Store

A new store has been completed which is run by an all-Aboriginal in
corporated body, the Docker River Social Club. The store is run u nder
the direction of a European. Artifacts are sold through the store. There
is a passing tourist trade of one or two cars and one bus per week. To
cater for tourists, a tea-room and tourist camp with shower facilities have
been introduced. The Social Club also has held an Authority to Pros
pect. At present there are two or three Aboriginal prospectors.
O u tstations

At Wingellina and Giles Creek.
W i l l ow ra

This property of 1 ,886 square miles, recently purchased by the Common
wealth Government for the benefit of Aborigines, provides a useful ex
ample of the organisational problems which have to be solved. It is
situated in the northern part of the Alice Springs District, immediately
east of the Tanami Desert Wildlife Sanctuary. The Lander River runs
through it and it is in Walpiri country. To be more exact the Lander
River Walpiri hold the land in this region from north of Lake Surprise
as far south as Mt Leichhardt, the actual land-holding units being four
clans.
Naturally the white man's boundaries of the Willowra pastoral lease
bear no relation to the Aboriginal clan areas. However, it is generally
true to say that Willowra is held by three clans, although one has only
a small area in the south. Each of the three has substantial land-holdings
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outside the boundaries of Willowra, mainly to the east and south. The
fourth clan holds land to the west and south of Willowra. The total
area owned by the Lander River Walpiri would probably be contained
within Willowra, the two neighbouring properties of Anningie and Mt
Barkly, the Tanami Desert Wildlife Sanctuary and the unoccupied des
ert country to the north-east of Willowra.
Of the two clans which can claim most of Willowra, it is believed
that some 1 6 adult males were recently living on the property and 23
were living away from it. Of the other two clans, I I were on the prop
erty and 1 9 away. Members of these other clans are managers of the
land-tending ceremonies of the first two.
If this land were to be controlled on the basis of traditional clan
boundaries, two clans would benefit greatly and a third would receive
some benefit although most of its traditional territory is on the Mt Bark
ly pastoral lease. Probably none of these three sections of Willowra
would be commercially viable by itself, in spite of the improvements
made since the land was first leased. Although close to a clan boundary,
the homestead of Willowra is probably entirely on one clan's land. The
fourth clan would be left to pursue claims to parts of the Wildlife Sanc
tuary and, perhaps, a small part of the Mt Denison pastoral lease.
The difficulty in apportioning Willowra on a traditional clan basis
is obvious. Apart from the practical problems suggested by the above
summary there are problems of natural j ustice arising from the inter
linking of clans and shared usage of land which undoubtedly occurred
before white contact.
On the other hand, if control is to be on a community basis, what
rights should be given to non-resident members of the Lander River
Walpiri or of other neighbouring clans? What if they should later wish
to adhere to the community? If these questions ever become important,
a possible answer would be that the community should be confined to
those who choose to register their membership in the first instance and
those others who are later admitted to membership by the community;
perhaps after a period of probation to show their good faith in applying.
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Appendix I l l

S u rveys of Abori g i n es o n Catt l e Stat i o n s

The results o f a recent detailed survey o n this subject are not yet avail
able. However the following information, although somewhat out of
date, illustrates the complexity of the situation.
1. Towards the end of 1 968 a survey of Aborigines on cattle stations
in the Roper River area was conducted for the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies by Mr J. E. Bern.
This, taken together with the most recent census returns then avail
able, showed the following results, station by station.
J11oroah

Elsey

Total numbers
Linguistic groups
Mangarai
Yangman
J ingali
Alawa
Mara
Six others

62
20
15
6
6
5
10

Hodgson Downs

Total numbers
Linguistic groups
Alawa
Four others

41
37
4

Total numbers
Linguistic groups
Rittarngu
Ngalkan .
Rembarrnga
Six others

27
9
8
4
6

Urapu nga

Total numbers

29

Linguistic groups
Ritarrngu
Ngalkan
Others

17
10
2

Roper Va lley
i\1 oun tain

Valley

Total numbers
Linguistic groups
Rembarrnga
Ritarrngu
J imba
Others
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67
23
20
18
6

Total numbers

93

Linguistic groups
Rembarrnga
Ngalkan
Ritarrngu
Mangarai
Six others

40
18
14
9
12

kia inoru

j\1a tamnka

Total numbers
Linguistic groups
Yangman
lVIangarai

30

Total numbers

65

15
15

Linguistic groups
Rembarrnga
Gupapuyngu
Others

55
6
4

Thus the major linguistic groups were divided as follows :
R e m b a n-nga

Mainoru
Roper Valley
Mountain Valley
Moroak
Elsey

Yangm a n

55
40
23
4
1 23

20
15
9
1
1

I im ba

:Mountain Valley
Urapunga
Roper Valley
l\Ioroak
l\Iainoru

18

Nia ra

Elsey
Roper Valley
l\Iountain Valley
Hodgson Downs

46
R i ta rrngu

15
15
1
31

.!\fountain Valley

J11angami

Elsey
Mataranka
Roper Valley
Moroak
Hodgson Downs

lVIataranka
Elsey
l\1oroak

5
4
1
1
11

A lawa

20
17
14
9
1

Hodgson Downs
Elsey

37
6
43

61
Nga l h a n

Roper Valley
Urapunga
:Moroak
Elsey
Hodgson Downs

18
10
8
1
1
40

There were also at least 14 other groups represented at one or two
stations each. The total numbers of these groups were 32 and no group
had more than six members :
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Ngandi
Jingali
.Jauan
Garawa
Niyabuinga
Goodanj i
Gupapuyngu

Ganalbingu
vValpiri
lVfudbra
';\Tagaman
vVandarang
Muncl
Burera

The area surveyed lies immediately south of the Arnhem Land Res
erve and south and east of the Beswick Reserve. It covers some 7,000
square miles. There were 4 1 4 Aborigines shown in the census and of
these 1 26 were adult males.
2. Early in 1 969 Mr J. E. Bern made a similar survey of Aborigines on
cattle stations north-east of Alice Springs. The area contains 25 stations
of which 14 had no resident Aborigines. Only 6 had over 20 residents.
This survey, combined with a 1 967-8 census, showed the following
results :
A ileron

Anmitj ira
Others

Utopia

77
3

B ushy Park

Aranda
Anmitjira

5
2

Niacdonald Downs

Alj awarra
Aranda

1 67
19

17

Ti Tree

Anmitj ira
Kaiditj
Others

50
8
4

Tobermory

Aranda

74

2

121
9
4
4

T-Vaite R iver

Aranda
Anmitj ira
Alj awarra

16
I
3

Woola Downs

Anmitj ira

O o ra tippra

Alj awarra

Aranda
Aljawarra
Anmitj ira
Kaiditj

8

Yam bah

Anmitj ira
Aranda
Others

4
2
8

Thus the main tribes were divided as follows :
A ljawarra

A randa

Utopia
Alcoota
Mt Riddock
Macdonald Downs
Lucy Creek
Waite River
Bushy Park .
Yam bah
Tobermory
Ti Tree .

121
45
26
19
19
16
5
2
2
1

Macdonald Downs
Ooratippra
Utopia
vVai te River
Aileron

1 67
17
9
3
2
198

256
A nm itjira

Aileron
Ti Tree
Woola Downs
Utopia
Yambah .
Bushy Park
Waite River

77
50
8
4
4
2
1
146
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Appendix IV

Desc r i pt i o n s of Tri bes a n d Et h n i c B locs

( Note : This Appendix has been prepared by Dr N icholas Peterson
and is adopted by the Commission as part of its report.)
THE TIWI
The Tiwi live on Bathurst and Melville Islands to the north of D arwin.
Although only twenty miles of open water separates them from the main
land, which can be dimly seen on a fine day, the people are certain that
there was no contact with it in the past. Indeed the mainland was be
lieved to be the home of the dead in the traditional cosmology.
The cultural isolation of the Tiwi is reflected in a number of ways.
The people lacked both the boomerang and the spear-thrower, prac
tised neither of the main initiation rites on males and lacked clan re
ligious rites of the kind found throughout the rest of the Northern
Territory. Their land-holding system however seems to have been very
similar to that found on the mainland, although the two anthropological
accounts of it differ slightly.
Hart and Pilling ( 1 960) state that a man's rights in land were pri
marily derived from the country in which his father died. According to
them men near death endeavoured to be in the father's country, thus
creating a tendency towards patrilineal inheritance of land. Goodale
( 1 97 1 ) on the other hand is quite firm that land ownership is based on
patrilineal descent and that place of death only sets up secondary rights
if outside one's patrilineal area. There is general agreement that the
land-owning units were grouped together into 7-9 districts. None of the
authors present any evidence of the elaborate managerial system found
on the mainland but this is not unexpected in the absence of localised
clan religious cults.
Early experiences with Portuguese slavers and Macassan trepangers
made the Tiwi implacably hostile to outsiders, but as interest in north
Australia increased, their isolation was frequently impinged on. U ntil
the turn of the century the longest disruption of their isolation was by
the attempted British settlement at Fort Dundas 1 824- 1 829; but the hos
tility of the Tiwi to the settlement served to prevent the introduction of
any real change and was an imporant factor in its abandonment. At the
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turn of the century a buffalo-hunting enterprise, based on the site of the
present Paru village, was established, and in 1 9 1 1 Father Gsell started a
mission immediately opposite on Bathurst Island. Gsell set about sys
tematically altering traditional practices among those people who resided
at the mission. Many people remained in the bush on Melville Island;
however those on the southern coast were at a more or less permanent
village where they interacted with the sailors of the Japanese pearling
fleets. The government tried to discourage this contact by moving many
of the Tiwi involved to Darwin, but a second contact point grew up at
Garden Point, forcing the establishment of a supervised ration depot
there in 1 939. In 1 940 a new Catholic mission was established there for
part-Aboriginal children and the government ration depot for the Tiwi
was moved to Snake Bay. Today most Tiwi live on their own islands but
with Darwin so close a number have taken up permanent residence
there.
Goodale, J. C.

Tiw i w ives : a study of the w omen
of J\!Ielville Island North A ustralia.

(Seattle, University of Washington
Press, 1 97 1 )
Hart, C. W. M. and
Pilling, A. R.

T h e Tiwi o f North A ustra lia. (New
York, Holt, Rinehart and \"'inston,
1 960)

THE ANINTILYAUG\"'A AND NUNGGUPUYU
Anintilyaugwa is the name of a clan on Groote Eylandt but has come to
be used for the people of the island as a whole. These people have close
links today with the Nunggupuyu of the adjacent mainland between
Rose River and the middle of Blue Mud Bay. Links with the mainland
were made possible in the past by the stepping stone of Bickerton Island
but the fact that the languages spoken by the two peoples are mutually
unintelligible although structurally similar, indicates some social dis
tance between them historically. Traditional ties through migration and
marriage have been greatly strengthened through the use of boats and
charter aircraft in more recent times.
Groote Eylandt and Bickerton between them have 14 clan land-holding
groups, all of whom speak Anintilyaugwa. The Nunggupuyu speakers are
divided among 10 clans, all with territory on the mainland. The pattern
of land-holding in both areas is very similar to that among the Murngin,
the difference being that the managerial relationship is not formalised
on Groote Eylandt.
Well before Flinders visited the Gulf of Carpentaria in 1 803, Macas
san trepangers established a number of base camps in the area for use
during their wet-season visits. Permanent settlement on the island by
outsiders did not take place until 1 92 1 when the Church :Missionary So
ciety established a mission on the west coast for part-Aboriginal children.
Contact with the islanders themselves was slight and it was not until
1 925 that any of the missionaries even saw an Anintilyaugwa woman.
Attention was not directed towards the indigenous population in any
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concerted way until the outbreak of the war, when the establishment of
an air base at Groote Eylandt led to a decision to remove the part-Abo
riginal children from the island.
On the eastern side of the island a European trepanger, who had
worked the coastal regions of the area since the 1 920's, set up a base at
Umbakumba that was later taken over by the Church l\!Iissionary Society
and more recently by the government.
The composition of the two Aboriginal communities reflects tradi
tional territorial ties: the people at Umbakumba are largely from Groote
Eylandt itself while those at Angurugu are mainly Bickerton Islanders.
The number of Nunggupuyu speakers on Groote Eylandt is few, most
living at Rose River on the very southern fringe of their own country.
Rose River was established in 1 952 by the Church Missionary Society
and drew part of its population from Roper River Mission and part from
people still spending their time in the bush. Living with the Nunggu
puyu are a small group of Murngin, mainly from the area around Blue
Mud Bay.
THE MURNGIN
The people of north-east Arnhem Land from Cape Stewart to Blue Mud
Bay are collectively known as the Murngin in the anthropological litera
ture. Although culturally unified they did not form a coherent social
entity and had no single term for themselves. The term Murngin is
apparently derived from the name for the deadly shovel-nosed spear
which in the context of inter-clan relationships is applied to groups that
have a history of being aggressive to the clan of the speaker. Thus the
description is subjective, each clan nominating different groups as Murn
gin, depending on the history of past feuds and conflicts.
There are from forty-five to fifty Murngin clans that between them
occupy an area of 1 5,000 square miles, giving each clan an average of
some 300 square miles. The terrain is rich and varied with a long shore
line, leading to the localisation of clans and a fragmentation of language,
so that each clan claims its own dialect even though the average numbers
per clan only lie between 40 and 50. Despite the linguistic fragmenta
tion there is a proliferation of ritual links between clans. These are of
two kinds. There are those created by having territories along the track
of a common ancestor such as the Djankawu sisters and there are those
created by the managerial link that is extended beyond the mother's clan
to that of the mother's mother and the mother's mother's mother's clans.
Like the other coastal people of Arnhem Land, the M urngin had ex
tensive contact with aliens well before the arrival of Europeans. Macas
san trepangers regularly visited the north coast each wet season, leaving
when the winds moved to the south-east. Conflict with the Aborigines
was common during the period for which there is documentation and
continued until the government finally stopped these annual visits in
1 907. During the 1 920's and 1 930's Japanese pearling fleets worked the
coast and conflict was again not uncommon. In 1 932 three Japanese
were killed in Caledon Bay and shortly afterwards one of the policemen
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sent to investigate and two of his companions, were also killed. This led
to demands for a punitive expedition from Territory residents, which
was averted by the offer of an anthropologist, Donald Thomson, to visit
the area to establish the causes of the problems, and by the missionary
societies' expression of interest in setting up a station in the area. This
the Methodists did, founding Yirrkala in 1 935.
Yirrkala was the second mission station in Murngin territory. The
first had been set up on the western edge at Milingimbi in 1 923 and later
a station at Elcho Island (Galiwinku) was started in 1 942 after a false
beginning of a few months in the 1 920's. This sequence of establish
ment has had an important influence on the distribution of the clans
today. Through contact with the l'vlission boat that sailed along the coast
to the Roper River, many of the peoples of Buckingham Bay and Arn
hem Bay learnt about the Mission at Milingimbi and shortly afterwards
settled there. Other groups who lived much closer to the Mission but
were inland remained in the bush until well after the war. The result
of this drift Westwards is that today more than 200 people have developed
links with Milingimbi, although Galiwinku is much closer to their clan
lands.
Galiwinku itself is mainly composed of the coastal and island people
in its immediate vicinity, but because of the Rev. H. Shepherdson's policy
of making living in the bush a real alternative to Mission life, by supply
ing valued i tems to groups in the bush through a system of small air
strips, it has developed links with the hinterland too. The number of
out-station groups has varied since the establishment of the first strip in
1 949, but today there are four in regular use, allowing upwards of seventy
people to live in their own country. Also, at Lake Evella, Galiwinku
has established a saw mill, to cut local stands of cypress pine, and a vil
lage in which about 1 40 people live. At Howard Island it plans a cattle
project built about the desire of a small group to live and work on their
own land.
Yirrkala has only one outstation at present, at Caledon Bay, but
.Milingimbi, with its plans to set up a new town on the mainland to over
come water problems, has encouraged three independent groups to move
back on to their own land for much of the year, and established a major
outstation in connection with i ts cattle project at Nungalala.
Thus the period of depopulation of the interior of Arnhem Land has
come to an end and many Murngin are now moving to live on or near
their own clan lands. The three mission stations still remain the main
centres of population, Yirrkala with 756, Elcho with 97 1 and Niilingimbi
with 766, but upwards of four hundred people are away from these main
centres.
THE ARANDA
The country of the Aranda-speaking peoples stretches to the north and
west of the Simpson desert. Roughly speaking it was bounded by the
Sandover River to the north and the Finke River to the south, thus in
cluding Alice Springs and considerable parts of the Macdonnell and
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Harts Ranges. Strehlow distinguishes five major groups, the Western,
Southern, Eastern, Central and Northern Aranda who all spoke dialects
of a common language but lacked any poli tical cohesion.
The traditional land-holding system as described by Strehlow was
very similar to that of the Walpiri, including a strong emphasis on the
manager relationship, for which they used a cognate term. As with the
Walpiri, each clan area contained at least one major ceremonial site that
was the focus of clan religious celebrations. Such clan areas appear to
have covered from 300-600 square miles and to have been relatively
densely populated in contrast with the spinifex plains.
The principal agent of social change among the western and northern
Aranda was the Lutheran Mission established at Hermannsburg in 1 87 7 .
The initial impact o n the people was slow and it took several years be
fore many Aborigines became permanent residents at the Mission. By
and large the missionaries were opposed to the traditional religion
although Strehlow Snr had strong anthropological interests and wrote
about it. The Aranda, and their south-western neighbours the Matun
tara, suffered from punitive expeditions led by police in reprisal for ex
tensive cattle killing, made possible by the hilly nature of the country,
that gave them cover from pursuers. These factors and the fact that
Alice Springs was in the centre of their territory drew the people away
from living off the land.
By the Second World War the clan ceremonies seem to have fallen
into disuse, in the Hermannsburg area at least, and in consequence de
tails of the clan estates are known only to the very old. During the
Commission's visit it was clear that the younger generation identify
strongly with the region as a whole but poorly with particular tracts of
land within it. This is in marked contrast to the Walpiri, Pintupi and
Pitj antjatj ara who, because they have maintained their traditional clan
religious celebrations, have a detailed knowledge of the countryside,
even though the more remote places have not been seen for over twenty
years.
The present-day distribution of the Aranda is wide, but generally
speaking the people tend to live in the community closest to their own
section of Aranda country. The owners of the Mereenie Range and the
gaps visited by tourists along the Macdonnell Ranges live at Hermanns
burg; those people who own the land on which Alice Springs and Pine
Gap now stand live at Amoonguna and St Teresa. The Northern and
Eastern Aranda live on several cattle stations and members from all areas
are to be found in various camps around Alice Springs itself.
THE KUKATJAJ LURITJA
The location of the Luritj a peoples has been something of a mystery in
the anthropological literature. The difficulty arises from the fact that
the word is a specifically Aranda term used for their immediate western
neighbours and, by extension, all people who live to the west of them.
Some anthropologists have adopted the Aranda use of the word and ex
tended it to include all the western desert people. but as more became
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known about this area, varying local terms have come to be used for
different groups, leaving the term Luritj a for the true western neighbours
of the Aranda. These people have called themselves Kukatja, but today
they frequently use the term Luritj a.
The majority of the Luritj a live at Papunya, Haasts Bluff and Her
mannsburg. Their country lies around Papunya, stretching from the
Ehrenburg Ranges in the west to near Derwent Creek in the east and
south from Mount Wedge to the Krichauff Ranges. Little detail of their
social organisation is known, but it is assumed to be similar to that of
the Aranda.
THE WALPIRI
Traditionally the Walpiri occupied an area of 35,000-40,000 square miles
east from the Western Australian border to the Stuart Highway and
south from Winnecke Creek to the Stuart Bluff Range. Topographically
this area can be divided in two, with the spinifex plains of the Tanami
D esert to the north and the mulga-supporting hills in the south. This
distinction was recognised by the Walpiri themselves who called the in
habitants of the former Wanayaka and of the latter Mantj angana (mulga
seed eaters), although the people of both areas spoke minor dialectical
variations of the same language. Some writers have identified four re
gional sub-groups of the Walpiri, but the evidence for them today is
poor and only the two mentioned are now readily recognised by the
people themselves.
Throughout Walpiri territory the land-holding unit was a small clan
of 30-40 people identified with a specific tract of land. The most marked
variation from the normal Aboriginal land-holding pattern here was the
elaboration of the managerial relationship which was marked out by
several special terms.
Secondary links with other clan estates could develop where an in
dividual was 'conceived' in the territory of another clan he called by the
term father, particularly if that clan were small in numbers and, because
of demographic fluctuations, composed of men younger than the out
sider when he was in middle-age. Under such conditions the outsider,
who would have been allowed to attend the clan's ceremonies, often
ended by being one of the most knowledgeable persons about that clan's
rites. Such a man could not only instruct the younger true owners of
the rite in correct performance but would also instruct his own sons
in it, as well as showing them the rites he had inherited from his own
father. In consequence it is not uncommon to find men claiming two
clan estates as their own; that of their father's father and that in which
their own father was conceived. Close questioning usually reveals which
area is that truly belonging to a man's clan.
The Walpiri today are a vigorous and flourishing people with a
strong orientation towards the past. At the turn of the century they
probably numbered 1 000-2000 giving a population density of one person
per 30-40 square miles. Warburton was the first to travel through their
country, later to be followed by miners in the Tanami gold-rush of the
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early 1 900's. Major movements away from the bush to live on cattle
stations did not take place u ntil the Coniston massacre in 1 928 when
more than 50 Walpiri, and their eastern neighbours, the Yanmatj iri,
were slaughtered by a police punitive expedition after the spearing of a
white man. The drought of the following year further added to the drift
from the bush.
It was at Mt Doreen Station, opened in the early 1 930's in the heart
of Walpiri country, that most Walpiri received their first prolonged con
tact with white men. Here men, women and children received payments
of food in return for collecting wolfram, and later the men received such
payments for working as stockmen. D uring the Second World '!\Tar many
Walpiri men were encouraged to leave their tribal territory to work for
the Army in compounds along the Stuart Highway, returning to their
homeland afterwards when various settlements were established for them.
Today their numbers have grown to over 2,500, and they have expanded
the area they occupy to the south-east and north. In both cases this ex
pansion was the result of European settlement which in the south-east
attracted the Yanmatj iri close to the Stuart Highway allowing the Wal
piri to move on to the cattle-stations vacated by them; in the north, es
tablishment of the Hooker Creek settlement 40 miles beyond Walpiri
territory, but for Walpiri people, has led to a slow transfer of the land
as the Walpiri are gradually given the ceremonies related to the area by
the Gurindj i. Apart from these locations the Walpiri are to be found in
large numbers at Yuendumu, Warrabri, Willowra and Papunya, and in
smaller numbers on various cattle-stations adj acent to the above commu
nities.
THE PINTUPI
Detailed description of Pintupi social organisation and land-holding pat
terns is almost non-existent. However it is clear that in most respects
their social organisation is similar to that of the Pitj antj atj ara although
their co-residence at settlements where the Walpiri live is leading to the
adoption of a number of features of Walpiri social organisation.
The exact meaning of the term Pintupi is unclear but it is used
loosely by the Walpiri for their western and south-western neighbours
who speak a number of closely related dialects. People called Pintupi by
the Walpiri inhabited an area that stretched a hundred miles or so west
of the West Australian border and north from Bloods Range to Lake
M ackay.
Traditionally the Pintupi had clan land-owning groups but do not
appear to have the managerial relationship in the formalised way. How
ever their ready adoption of the Walpiri terminology and participation
in Walpiri ceremonies indicate that the strong tie between nephew and
maternal uncle was still important.
The Pintupi were the last major group to leave the bush. This they
did quite recently: between 1 957 and 1 964 more than two hundred people
were encouraged to leave the desert. Today the maj ority of Pintupi live
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at Papunya well to the east of their own country. A few are found at
Yuendumu and others at Balgo Mission in "\Vestern Australia.
Last month, considerable numbers of Pintupi elected to move out
from Papunya to set up their own community at Yayayi about 25 miles
further west. Although closer to Pintupi country, Yayayi is still in Lurit
j a country.
THE PITJANTJATJARA
This powerful and conservative people traditionally occupied the area
from Ayers Rock to Gill's Pinnacle and south from Lake Hopkins to the
Birksgate Range. Their western neighbours were the Ngatatj ara and
their eastern neighbours the Tj unkuntatj ara.
The first impression on speaking to Pitj antj atj ara men is that land
ownership is determined by place of birth, but in the final analysis it
emerges that it is inherited from the father as elsewhere in the Northern
Territory. A Pitj antj atj ara man asked which country he owns will
nearly always reply that he was born in his father's country. Berndt
( 1 943 : 37 1 ) comments that the place of birth was usually in the father's
country and that even where the people had moved away to live around
European settlements they often returned to their own country for an
impending birth. The question of what land a child born outside its
father's country owns, it critical to understanding the Pitj antjatj ara sys
tem and to establishing that it does not differ radically from the typical
system of automatic inheritance from the father.
Berndt does not make a direct statement about land owned in such
cases but he does say quite definitely that if a child is born outside its
father's country the father's own totemic ceremonies (i.e. the title deeds
to the land) are still more important for the child, thus confirming that
the land-holding group is the patrilineal clan as elsewhere. The main
difference from the peoples to the north and east is that secondary links
are set up with other areas not by place of conception, as amongst the
Walpiri for instance, but by place of actual birth.
In the absence of any detailed study of Pitj antj atj ara religious be
haviour the existence of a formalised managerial relationship remains in
doubt. In marked contrast to most other peoples of the Northern Ter
ritory, however, a much stronger emphasis in religious rites is placed on
ties between a man and the generations of his grandfather and grandson.
From the 1 870's to the 1 930's the Pitj antj atj ara had contact with ex
ploration parties of one sort or another and lone doggers seeking dingo
scalps. Interaction with the scalpers introduced many people to a cash
economy for the first time, and scalping has remained a source of income
for a few people up until the present day. In 1 923 and again in 1 930
Aboriginal emissaries from Hermannsburg travelled deep into Pitj ant
j atj ara country encouraging a number of people to migrate eastwards
out of their country towards the mission. This led, during the Second
World War, to the setting up of ration depots at Haasts Bluff and
Areyonga by the Finke River Mission. Most Pitj antjatj ara who moved
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in settled at Areyonga but some went closer to town, taking up perma
nent residence at Jay Creek. Other people remained in the bush until
the early 1 960's only moving into the settlements as a result of the
activities at the Woomera Rocket Range in South Australia which neces
sitated the safeguarding of Aborigines living in the test flight path.
In 1 968 Docker River Settlement was established on the western edge
of Pitj antj atj ara country to relieve crowding at Areyonga and to en
courage permanent settlement amongst people who regularly moved be
tween Areyonga, Amata, Ernabella and neighbouring cattle stations, by
providing facilities for them within their own territory. The settlement
proved even more popular than expected. The original plans were for a
population of 1 50 but by 1 97 1 it had risen to over 360. Although the ma
j ority of people came from Areyonga, the relatively high wages attracted
Ngatatjara-speaking peoples from Warburton Mission in Western Aust
ralia as well.
Berndt, R. L.
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